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Abstract 

Intercalation is a relatively simple method for preparing inorganic-organic hybrids. The intercalation is based 
on layered materials that have inorganic blocks separated by interlayer cations. In the intercalation guest 
specie is inserted into the interlayer region of the host material. This master’s thesis goes through the basics 
behind the intercalation of simple organic molecules into layered ceramic oxides. The literature review 
consists of explaining the intercalation specially for layered ceramic oxides including Dion-Jacobson phases, 
Ruddlesden-Popper phases and titanoniobate. In addition to the intercalation reaction and the structures of 
the interlayer regions of inorganic-organic hybrids, possible ways to utilize them especially as photocatalysts 
are discussed. In the experimental part the intercalation of molecules with functional hydroxyl group/s such 
as diols, phenol, hydroquinone and glycolic acid into titanoniobate were experimented. The purpose was to 
investigate if the intercalation of these molecules is possible through multistep intercalation. After the 
intercalation, the structure of the interlayer region of these derivatives and the amount of intercalated 
molecules were investigated. 
 
The intercalation of organic molecules into layered ceramic oxides could combine the properties of inorganic 
and organic materials. Because layered ceramic oxides have many different properties including 
photocatalytic, dielectric and optoelectronic properties they provide possibly new interesting applications 
especially for inorganic-organic hybrids. The intercalation of simple organic molecules like amines and 
alcohols is relatively simple. The host material is protonated with ion-exchange reaction in which the 
interlayer cations are exchanged with protons from acid. The protonated form acts as Brønsted acid thus 
making the intercalation of bases possible. In addition, more complex molecules can be intercalated via 
multistep intercalation where shorter molecule is first intercalated into the lattice to expand the interlayer 
distance after that the intercalation of more complex or longer molecules is possible via exchange reaction. 
 
In the experimental part of the thesis diols and possibly phenol and hydroquinone were successfully 
intercalated into titanoniobate, whereas glycolic acid was not clearly intercalating. The biggest problem in 
the intercalation was the remaining butylammonium from the multistep intercalation in the interlayer 
region. This did the analysis of the interlayer distance, FTIR spectra and TGA really complicated. However, it 
was clear that diols affected the interlayer distance of the host material by increasing it. According to the 
results, longer diols formed a monolayer in the interlayer region and the rest of the intercalated molecules 
formed a bilayer. 

 Keywords  intercalation, inorganic-organic hybrid, ceramic oxide, layered materials, diol 
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Tiivistelmä 

Interkaalaatio on suhteellisen helppo menetelmä valmistaa epäorgaanis-orgaanis hybridien valmistamiseksi.  
Interkalaatio perustuu kerroksellisiin materiaaleihin, jotka koostuvat epäorgaanisista blokeista ja niitä 
erottavista välitila kationeista. Interkalaatiossa vieras aine lisätään kerroksellisen isäntä materiaalin 
välitiloihin.  Tämä diplomityö käsittelee yksinkertaisten orgaanisten molekyylien interkalaatiota keraamisiin 
oksideihin ja perusteita tämän taustalla. Kirjallisuus katsaus koostuu erityisesti interkalaatiosta keraamisiin 
oksideihin kuten Dion-Jacobson faaseihin, Ruddlesden-Pooper faaseihin ja titanoniobaattiin. Interkalaatio 
reaktion ja epäorgaanis-orgaanis hybridien välikerrosten rakenteen lisäksi mahdollisia käyttökohteita 
erityisesti fotokatalyytteinä käsitellään. Työn kokeellisessa osassa molekyylien, joilla on yksi tai useampi 
funktionaalinen hydroksyyliryhmä, kuten diolit, fenoli, hydrokinoni ja glykoolihappo, interkalaatiota 
titanoniobaattiin kokeiltiin. Tarkoituksena oli selvittää, voidaanko kyseisiä molekyylejä interkaloida 
monivaiheisen interkalaation avulla. Interkalaation jälkeen näiden johdannaisten välikerrosten rakennetta 
ja interkaloitujen molekyylien määrää tutkitaan. 
 
Orgaanisten molekyylien interkalaatio kerroksellisiin keraamisiin oksideihin voisi yhdistää epäorgaanisten ja 
orgaanisten materiaalien ominaisuuksia. Koska kerrokselliset keraamisilla kerroksellisilla oksideilla on monia 
erilaisia ominaisuuksia kuten fotokatalyyttinen, dielektrinen ja valosähköinen, ne tarjoavat uusia mahdollisia 
käyttökohteita erityisesti epäorgaanis-orgaanis hybrideinä. Yksinkertaisten orgaanisten molekyylien kuten 
amiinien ja alkoholien interkalaatio on suhteellisen yksinkertaista. Isäntämateriaali protonoidaan ionivaihto 
reaktiolla, jossa välikerroksen kationit korvautuvat hapon protoneilla. Protonoitu aine toimii Brønsted 
happona tehden emästen interkalaation mahdolliseksi. Lisäksi monimutkaisempia molekyyleja voidaan 
interkaloida käyttäen monivaiheista interkalaatiota, jossa aluksi lyhyempi molekyyli interkaloidaan 
materiaaliin, jotta välikerros laajentuisi, minkä jälkeen monimutkaisempia tai pidempiä molekyylejä voidaan 
interkaloida vaihtoreaktion avulla. 
 
Työn kokeellisessa osassa dioleja ja mahdollisesti fenoli ja hydrokinoni onnistuttiin interkaloimaan 
titanoniobaattiin, kun taas glykoli hapon interkalaatio osoittautua mahdottomaksi. Suurin ongelma 
interkalaatiossa oli monivaiheisen interkalaatio reaktion seurauksena jäävää butyyliammoniumi 
välikerroksessa. Tämä teki välikerroksen pituuden, FTIR spektrien ja TG analyyseista erittäin hankalaa. Oli 
kuitenkin selvää, että diolit vaikuttivat välikerroksen pituuteen kasvattaen sitä. Tulosten mukaan pidemmät 
diolit muodostivat yksittäiskerroksen välikerrokseen ja muut interkaloidut molekyylit kaksoiskerroksen. 

Avainsanat  interkalaatio, epäorgaanis-orgaanis hybridi, keraaminen oksidi, kerrokselliset materiaalit, 

dioli 
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1 Introduction  

Inorganic-organic hybrid materials have attracted interest because they could possibly 

combine properties from both organic and inorganic materials [1–3]. There is a broad range 

of inorganic-organic hybrids from composite materials prepared via sol-gel method to 

ordered layered inorganic-organic materials prepared via intercalation [1,4,5]. Intercalation 

enables preparation of two-dimensional layered materials, which consist of inorganic host 

material, and organics that separate the layers in the interlayer region. The easiest example 

of intercalation is dichalcogenide cathodes in lithium-ion batteries [2]. Dichalcogenides can 

store lithium via intercalation, because of the negative charge in the interlayer regions. 

Well-organized alternate inorganic-organic structures are formed due to the interaction 

between inorganic layers and organic molecules. The interlayer organic molecules 

coordinate into the interlayer due to the interaction meaning that the layer charge for 

example affects the molecular structure in the interlayer region [2].  

Layered transition metal oxides exhibit interesting properties when considering them as 

host lattices for intercalation materials. These properties such as ferroelectricity and 

semiconductivity could enhance additional interaction between the inorganic host layers 

and intercalated organic compounds [6]. More precisely said, layered titanoniobates and 

materials with perovskite-related structure that have photocatalytic, dielectric and 

optoelectronic properties are at the center of new research. Commonality of these 

materials comes from the structure and their ion-exchange properties, which contribute to 

the intercalation [1]. One of the most interesting significant applications for inorganic-

organic hybrids is utilizing them as photocatalysts for the decomposition of water into H2 

and O2 which would help to overcome the issue with expensive hydrogen production and 

support the increase the use of full cells [7–9].  

Better understanding of intercalation processes with different organic intercalates and 

inorganic host materials improves the utilization and further research of inorganic-organic 
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materials and their application. This master’s thesis handles the intercalation of relatively 

simple organic molecules into layered ceramic oxides both in theory and in practice. The 

literature review focuses on the basics behind the intercalation including three different 

host material types widely used: Dion-Jacobson phases, Ruddlesden-Popper phases and 

titanoniobate. The main point being how different materials work as the host materials and 

what kind of reactivity they have which helps to understand what kind of organic molecules 

could be intercalated. The experimental part of this master’s thesis focuses on 

titanoniobate and its possibilities as host material for intercalation especially with organic 

molecules including hydroxyl group/s. The effect of intercalated organic molecules on the 

structure of the host material was investigated researched. Key to this was the structure of 

interlayer region, including the understanding about orientation, bonding and the amount 

of intercalated organic molecules.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

2 Intercalation 

Intercalation literally means adding an extra interval of time into the calendar, like February 

29 in a leap year. However, in chemistry it is a term that describes the insertion of guest 

species into a layered host structure. Intercalated molecules will not affect the structure of 

host layers meaning the main structural features will be maintained. The basic idea of 

intercalation is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The basic intercalation of a guest compound, red balls, into layered host material, blue 
sheets, and staging behavior, where only certain interlayer regions are filled with intercalated the 
guest compound [2].  

The most important thing with intercalation is that the composition of the structure can be 

significantly changed as a whole, Figure 1. Lithium-ion batteries are the best-known 

applications in which intercalation compounds are utilized. Transition metal 

dichalcogenides can be used as cathodes when they have corresponded negative charge for 

cationic guest specie delocalized on the host layer [2]. This means lithium can be stored in 

a cathode via intercalation.  

Modification of host material with an intercalated molecule can change the geometric, 

chemical, electronic and optical properties of the material. Consequently, material 

modification gives an exciting and possibly profitable field of study now and in the future 
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that could lead to developing new materials for applications of a different kind electronic 

or optical devices for example. During the intercalation reaction guest compound is 

nucleated and after this diffused into the host lattice. Normally, this diffusion leads to the 

expansion of lattice parameters and thus thermodynamics and kinetics play an important 

role in intercalation. Expansion of the gap between the host layers make a difference to the 

energy of the structure. [2] The staging of layers happens due to this energy penalty. The 

expansion of the interlayer region varies for different guest compounds and for different 

host compounds thus changing the energy balance of structure differently. With staging, 

intercalation reaction is trying to minimize the free energy in the structure resulting 

different staging steps for different compounds. [10] 

The variety in possible layered host materials is huge ranging from clays [11], chalcogenides 

[12] and halides to graphite [13] and a large spectrum of ceramic oxides  [14–16].  In 

addition to variety in host materials, the wide range of possible guest materials exists 

therefore differences in intercalation reactions are reported, some intercalation reactions 

are based on oxidation and others on ion exchange. For ion-exchangeable materials guest 

species can be exchanged easily with others meaning ion exchange is often utilized when 

intercalating larger molecules into the host structure. Different kinds of intercalation 

reactions lead to diversity on the bonding between the host layers and guest species, 

varying from weak van der Waals dipolar bonds to stronger metallic or ionic bonds. [2]  

Further in this literature research intercalation of organic molecules into different ceramic 

oxides is discussed with the intention to understand how intercalation reaction works with 

different materials and how materials can be modified.  
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3 Layered ceramic oxides 

In this chapter, the structures of perovskite-derived layered ceramic oxides, including both 

Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phases and titanoniobate, are described. Basic 

perovskites are metal oxides with a formula of ABO3, where A is a relatively large s-, d-, or 

f-block metal cation like calcium and B is a small transition metal cation like titanium [17].  

 

Figure 2. The structure of perovskite octahedron described at the top of figure and the construction 
of the actual perovskite (CaTiO3) from the corner-sharing BO6 octahedra at the bottom [18,19]. 

Perovskite structure consists of oxygen octahedra where interstitial site B cations are 

located at the center, at the top of Figure 2. Every octahedron shares their corners with 

neighboring octahedra connecting every octahedra through B-O-B linkages and resulting 

perovskite unit cell with BO6/2 octahedra. The A-site cations are located in the cavities of 

eight corner-sharing octahedra as seen in Figure 2. [19] 

Basic perovskites do not really have interesting properties when considering inorganic-

organic hybrid materials. However, through the principles of soft chemistry new materials 

based on perovskite structure have been discovered. These layered perovskites are 

intergrowths of perovskite and other structures. Two-dimensional perovskite slabs are 

separated from each other with cations or cationic structural units [19]. The actual structure 

of these different compounds is further discussed in this chapter. Overall many layered 
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perovskites are particularly interesting compounds, because perovskite structure produces 

potentially attractive dielectric and optoelectronic properties [1] and photocatalytic 

activities [1,20], furthermore superconductivity [21–23], giant magnetoresistance [24] and 

ferroelectricity [25] are possible properties that can be controlled with the choice of A- and 

B-site cations and the stoichiometry [19]. When designing new perovskite compounds the 

starting point is to have a solid precursor that remains unchanged, so all reactions happen 

at discrete reaction sites within the crystal. This leads to ion-exchangeable perovskites 

where loosely bonded cations at the interlayer spaces can be exchanged to different cations 

or molecules, framing a possibility to prepare inorganic-organic perovskite hybrids [19].  

Ion-exchangeable perovskites have perovskite layers [Am-1BmO3m+1], m describes the 

thickness of perovskite-like slabs and thus the number of BO6 corner-shared octahedra that 

are connected along a direction perpendicular to the layers. These perovskite slabs are 

separated from each other by interlayer cations, M, the general formula being Mx[Am-

1BmO3m+1] (x is the number of cations in one interlayer region) [19,26]. Interlayer cations are 

limiting the extension of the perovskite lattice along one of the three cubic directions giving 

layered structure to the material [26]. All compounds with a structure mentioned above can 

be easily converted into the corresponding protonated forms, Hx[Am-1BmO3m+1], by acid 

treatment thus enabling ion-exchange reactions. Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper 

phases are two different ion-exchangeable layered perosvkites and their structure are 

further discussed in this Chapter 3.1 and 3.2 [19]. In addition to the perovskites layered 

titanoniobate is discussed in Chapter 3.3 [16].  

3.1 Dion-Jacobson 

General formula for a Dion-Jacobson phase is M[Am-1BmO3m+1] in accordance with the basic 

structure of perovskites, A and B are different cations residing the perovskite-sites and 

shaping the perovskite slabs. The layered perovskite structure is formed because the 

interlayer cations, M, are sandwiched between the perovskite slabs, Am-1BmO3m+1. [14]  
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Figure 3. Dion-Jacobson phase, CsLaNb2O7 on the left and on the right KLaNb2O7 , double-layered 
perovskite slabs consisting of corner-sharing NbO6 octahedra and La in the A-site of perovskite. 
Interlayer cations, Cs or K, separating these perovskite slabs [27,28].  

The position of interlayer cations may vary between different Dion-Jacobson phases for 

example double-layered perovskite CsLaNb2O7 interlayer cations lay flat between the 

perovskite slabs while in KLaNb2O7 interlayer cations have displacement on the vertical axis,  

Figure 3. Even though cation stoichiometry seems greater for KLaNb2O7 in Figure 3 it is not, 

because in reality only half of the possible sites are occupied [27,28]. Differences in the 

interlayer region can also affect the orientation of perovskite slabs and hence the symmetry 

of the Dion-Jacobson phase may vary between different compounds and form bigger unit 

cells. According to Dion et al. [14] KCa2Nb3O10 has a tetragonal unit cell, a = 7.727 Å and c = 

29.466 Å, however Fukuoka et al. [29] showed in their research on the single crystal 

structure of KCa2Nb3O10 the existence of an orthorhombic unit cell. This orthorhombic 

system Cmcm has lattice parameters of a = 3.8802 Å, b = 29.508 Å and c = 7.714 Å the 

difference is really slight seeing two times 3.8802 Å is 7.7604 Å. The reasoning for 

orthorhombic symmetry determined by Fukuoka et al. [29] is further discussed, but 

nonetheless both tetragonal and orthorhombic unit cells consist of at least two perovskite 

units in a perpendicular direction of its height. 
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Figure 4. Dion-Jacobson phase, KCa2Nb3O10, presented from a and c axis. Triple-layered perovskite 
slabs consist of corner-sharing NbO6 octahedra and Ca in the A-site of perovskite. Interlayer cations, 
K, separate these perovskite slabs [29]. 

Figure 4 demonstrates the Dion-Jacobson phase consisting of triple-layered perovskite 

slabs, Ca2Nb3O10 stacking along the b axis and interlayer cations K in-between the slabs. 

Octahedra in the perovskites slabs are not stacked directly along the b axis but every other 

octahedron is tilting in a opposite direction in the c axis, Figure 4. This tilting is owing to the 

displacement of oxygen with respect to the b axis, because without the displacement outer 

oxygen atoms of the perovskite slabs would conflict with the interlayer potassium cations. 

Tilting along the b axis keeps the distance between the potassium cations and perovskite 

slabs greater. As a consequence of tilting there is a slight difference between the a and b 

parameter of the unit cells allowed by the orthorhombic symmetry.[29]  

3.2 Ruddlesden-Popper 

Ruddlesden-Popper phases have a really similar structure compared to Dion-Jacobson 

phase possessing ion-exchangeable layered perovskite which has two cations per interlayer 

space stacked on top of each other giving a general formula of M2[Am-1BmO3m+1] similarly to 
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Dion-Jacobson phase the oxide blocks consist A and B cations residing the perovskite-sites 

and shaping the oxide slabs. The layered structure is formed because between every oxide 

block there are two interlayer cations, M, between the slabs [15].  

 

Figure 5. Schematic structure of Ruddlesden-Popper phase, K2La2Ti3O10. Blue octahedra are TiO6, 
titanium being B-site cation of the perovskite, purple balls are lanthanum cations in the A-site of the 
perovskite and green balls represent potassium cations in the interlayer space [15]. 

Figure 5 titanium oxides have octahedral coordination and each oxide block has a thickness 

of three octahedra. The thickness of the oxide blocks can be varied between different 

compositions as seen in the general formula M2[Am-1BmO3m+1], m affecting the thickness 

with m = 1 the thickness of the oxide block is only one oxide layer for and with m=3 the 

thickness is three oxide layers. In K2La2Ti3O10 lanthanum cations are located between the 

oxide layers and forming the perovskite slabs together with titanium oxide, La2Ti3O10. 

Potassium cations are coordinated between the perovskite slabs so that there are always 

two potassium cations on top of each other forming rock salt like layer as seen in Figure 5. 

Because of the double cation layer between the perovskite slabs the charge of the 

interlayers in Ruddlesden-Popper phases is twice that of Dion-Jacobsen phases and 

therefore forming more possibilities for the intercalation of organic compounds. Lattice 
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parameters for K2La2Ti3O10 are a=3.8746 and c=29.808 Å. The space group is l4/mmm 

meaning a tetragonal cell that covers two interlayer regions hence the interlayer distance 

of material is about c lattice parameter divided by two, 14.904 Å. [1] It is also possible that 

instead of interlayer cations perovskite slabs are separated by a compound for example 

bismuth oxide, (Bi2O2)2+. Materials of this kind are called Aurivillius phases [19]. 

3.3 KTiNbO5 

Metals with oxidation states between four and five form ceramic oxides consisting of 

octahedra. KTiNbO5 is a layered compound consisting of Ti4+ and Nb5+ oxide octahedra 

forming orthorhombic symmetry and space group Pnma [16]. KTiNbO5 is quite different in 

comparison with previously discussed Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phases but it 

still has definite layered structure consisting of oxide octahedral blocks and interlayer 

cations, the lattice parameters for  KTiNbO5  are a = 6.44, b = 3.80 and c = 18.24 Å [30,31].  

 

Figure 6. Schematic presentation of KTiNbO5 structure built up from puckered octahedra sheets, 
consisting of titanium/niobium octahedra and interlayer potassium cations separating the sheets 
[16].   

Octahedra that are presented with a blue color in Figure 6 are formed from oxygen atoms 

at each corner and metal atoms, so that Nb and Ti are functioning as a single ionic species 

with oxidation states between four and five. Metal cations are occupying, with random 

distribution, the central sites of two sets of octahedra with a little displacement from the 
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actual octahedral centers [16,31]. Octahedra are linked to each other forming double zigzag 

strings. These zigzag strings are the basis for the layered structure of KTiNbO5. In the zigzag 

strings two octahedra share an edge with each other and in addition they share edge to 

similar pairs of octahedra above and below. [31] In other words the octahedral framework 

is composed of 2 x 2 octahedra blocks [32]. To form double zigzag strings octahedra blocks 

are joined together by sharing the corners of octahedra. Edge and corner sharing of 

octahedra lead to infinite puckered sheets that are parallel to (001) [31]. For clarity the 

structure of KTiNbO5 is shown a little bit off from b-axis in Figure 6 hence the double zigzag 

strings are easier to see and understand. Intercalated potassium ions that are shown as 

green balls in Figure 6 hold these TiNbO5 sheets together. The interlayer spacing in which 

potassium ions are positioned is c/2=9.12 Å, because every unit cell has two separate 

interlayer regions [16,30,31].  

4 Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phases as host materials for 

intercalation 

Ion-exchange is the key point for intercalation as discussed before. With ion-exchange the 

interlayer alkali cations of Dion-Jacobson or Ruddlesden-Popper phases can be replaced 

either with other alkali cations or protons. Proton exchange is accomplished with any simple 

acid like HNO3 or HCl, interlayer cations like potassium reacts to form corresponding salt 

and a proton from the acid takes its place in the interlayer region. This kind of basic ion-

exchange reaction is not dependent on the elements in the ion-exchangeable layered 

perovskites but it functions perfectly fine with compounds consisting of a wide variety of 

different compositions. [1,14,26,33–35] Proton exchanged forms have a general formula of 

H[Am-1BmO3m+1] for Dion-Jacobson phase and H2[Am-1BmO3m+1] for Ruddlesden-Popper 

phase, protonated forms act like Brønsted acid making intercalation of a variety of organic 

bases and alcohols possible [1,19,36]. The reaction is based on Brønsted-Lowry concept, in 
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which acid donates a proton in a proton-transfer reaction and a base accepts the donated 

proton [37]. Protonated forms also change the lattice parameters of materials slightly, but 

overall unit cell and symmetry stays the same. The protonated form of Ruddlesden-Popper 

phase K2La2Ti3O10 is H2La2Ti3O10 for example and it has the same tetragonal unit cell and 

lattice parameters are a = 3.8129 and  c = 27.48 Å which means only slight decrease in lattice 

parameter c when compared to the lattice parameters of non-protonated form, a = 3.8746 

and c = 29.808 nm [1].  

4.1 Amine intercalation  

Ammonium compounds are formed when amines are intercalated into Dion-Jacobson or 

Ruddlesden-Popper phases through an acid-base or ion-exchange reaction [1,26,36]. The 

intercalation of alkylamine results to the formation of periodic inorganic-organic hybrid 

compounds with thick inorganic layers separated by organic layers. The intercalation 

reaction of alkylamine and the a and b lattice parameters are independent of the thickness 

of inorganic layer. This has been demonstrated by Jacobson et al. [26] by varying the 

thickness of inorganic layers with different amounts of sodium in HCa2Nan-3NbnO3n+1, n 

being between 3 and 7 and thus the thickness of the inorganic layer range approximately 

between 12 and 27 Å. 

Intercalation into Dion-Jacobson phase has been first tested with octylamine, which 

produces a significant increase, about 17 Å, in c parameter of HCa2Nan-3NbnO3n+1 meaning 

octylammonium bilayer formation with inclined carbon chains, the reason for bilayer 

formation and better explanation for the interlayer structure is further discussed  in Chapter 

4.3 [26].  Gopalakrishnan et al. [36] obtained results of a similar kind for HLaNb2O7 and 

octylammonium intercalate, the increase being about 20 Å, indicating the same bilayer 

configuration and possible kinks in the carbon chains. A kink means that carbon chain is 

tilted opposite way from the all trans-orientation and affects the carbon chain length by 

shortening it by 1.0 to 1.2 Å [38,39]. A better perspective of alkylamine intercalation and 
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the change in the interlayer region is achieved by means of Jacobson et al. [40] and Uma et 

al. [33] researches where alkylamines with chain lengths of different kind are intercalated 

into HCa2Nb3O10, HCa2Nb2AlO9 and HCa2Nb2FeO9.  

 

Figure 7. Interlayer distance relative to the chain length, in carbon atoms, of intercalated 
alkylamines. C12 to C16 have two-different corresponding to low temperature and high temperature 
which is why two different values for interlayer distance are reported   [33,40]. 

The interlayer distance of HCa2Nb3O10, HCa2Nb2AlO9 and HCa2Nb2FeO9 is increased 

somewhat linearly in three different sequences. The compounds with C1 to C11 amines are 

single phases, but C12 to C16 have two-different phases and that is the reason for two 

different points at Figure 7 for the appropriate carbon numbers. A low temperature form 

results in a phase with higher interlayer distance and the phase with lower interlayer 

distance can be prepared by annealing to 100 °C. C17 and C18 have pure phases that cannot 

be transformed upon heating. Phase mixtures of this kind indicate different kind of 

arrangement of the carbon chains in the interlayer region in the temperature range of the 

synthesis and results in differences in the increase of interlayer distance per one carbon 

atom. Ammonium and C1 (region I) result in significantly different linear fit in comparison 
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with the rest of the alkylamine derivatives, the reason for this in explained later. For pure 

phases of low interlayer distance C2 to C16 (region II), every added carbon atom in the 

interlayer region increases the interlayer distance by 1.669 Å. For high interlayer distance 

phases, C12 to C18 (region III) the increase per one carbon atom is 2.168 Å. [40]  The 

reversibility of intercalation reaction has been also demonstrated by Sun et al. [41] which 

helps specifically multi-step intercalation reactions that are further discussed with 

Ruddlesden-Popper phase. 

Ruddlesden-Popper phases act similarly when alkylamines are intercalated into the 

structure showing linear increase in the interlayer distance relative to the length of alkyl 

chain. This has been demonstrated with H2SrTa2O7 by Shimizu et al. [42] and 

H1.8[Sr0.8Bi0.2NaNb3O10] derived from Aurivillius phase by Tsunoda et al. [43]. Intercalation 

works when Ruddlesden-Popper phase like H2La2Ti3O10 and the chosen intercalate are 

mixed together in a solvent, N-butylamine intercalation has been successfully done in THF-

water and water solutions. Perovskite slabs are still present, like with Dion-Jacobson phases, 

in the intercalation product, but the intercalation of n-butylamine changes the interlayer 

distance to 24.9 Å from 13.8 Å via ion-exchange reaction in which H+-ions of H2La2Ti3O10 are 

substituted with n-alkylammonium ions. [1] This intercalation method is consistent also 

with other n-alkylamines and adding one carbon atom seems to increase the interlayer 

distance by 1.97 Å or 2.2 Å  [42–44].  

In addition to alkylamine pyridine intercalates into Dion-Jacobson phases and increase the 

interlayer distance of HCa2Nb3O10 by 4.17 Å indicating that pyridine molecules separate the 

perovskite slabs by a monolayer instead of a bilayer [40].  

4.2 Alcohol intercalation  

As has been previously stated in this chapter in addition to amines alcohols can be 

intercalated into compounds having Brønsted acid behavior, H[Am-1BmO3m+1] and H2[Am-

1BmO3m+1]. Alcohols have been intercalated into double- and triple-layered Dion-Jacobson 
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phases and Ruddlesden-Popper phases. Similar to alkylamine intercalation interlayer 

distance increases relative to alkyl chain length and the perovskite slabs remain the same. 

Multi-step intercalation is needed for intercalation of alcohols into Ruddlesden-Popper, 

meaning intercalation was done with the derivative of the reaction with butylamine 

intercalated H2La2Ti3O10 enabling the ion-exchange reaction. [1,45–48] 

 

Figure 8. The increase of the lattice parameter c corresponding to the interlayer distance as a 
function of alkyl chain length of intercalated alcohol. Lattice parameter c of Dion-Jacobson phase 
HCa2Nb3O10 presented with blue balls and Ruddlesden-Popper H2La2Ti3O10 as orange squares. [1,46] 

Intercalating alcohols into Dion-Jacobson phase increases the interlayer distance by 1.679 

Å per carbon atom which is similar as observed for region II alkylamines, 1.669 Å [45–47]. 

Tahara et al. [1] have calculated the c parameter so that it only consists of one interlayer 

region instead of two like in the unit cell of Ruddlesden-Popper phase as discussed in 

Chapter 3. Therefore, every carbon atom respectively increased the lattice parameter c of 

Ruddlesden-Popper phase by 2.455 Å which is similar to research done with Ruddlesden-

Popper phases and n-alkylamines (increase of 1.97 Å  [42] and 2.2 Å [43]). An increase of 

2.39 Å per carbon atom is reported for double-layered H2CaTa2O7 Ruddlesden-Popper 

phase with alcohols by Wang et al. [48]. 
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Even though alcohols show similar behavior to amines the intercalation reaction is quite 

different. Intercalating alcohols into Dion-Jacobson or Ruddlesden-Popper phase will not 

result in simple intercalation but instead lead to the formation of n-alkoxyl derivate which 

can be determined via Solid-state 13C CP/MAS NMR in which peak at 81 ppm shows the 

presence of (-CH2-O-). [1] These derivatives consist of Dion-Jacobson or Ruddlesden-Popper 

perovskite slabs whose interlayer surfaces are covered with alkoxyl groups [45–47]. Metal 

alkoxides can be used as precursors for metal oxides of different kinds in sol-gel processes 

[49]. Alkoxy groups can be also replaced with other groups, because metal alkoxides can 

react with various organic molecules that contain hydroxyl groups [50]. Reaction being as 

follows: 

𝑀(𝑂𝑅)𝑦 + 𝑧𝑅′𝑂𝐻 → 𝑀(𝑂𝑅)𝑦−𝑧(𝑂𝑅
′)𝑧 + 𝑧𝑅𝑂𝐻 

This reaction would be nucleophilic reaction in which alcohol molecule works as nucleophile 

and attacks to the M(OR) site and ROH is released [50]. Better mechanism for alcohol 

intercalation is a two-step hydrolysis-esterification reaction, with consist of hydrolysis of 

M(OR) site by water and subsequent esterification of an unmodified site M(OH) with 

alcohol, reaction mechanism is presented in Figure 9 [45,46].  

 

Figure 9. Two-step hydrolysis-esterification reaction for intercalation of alcohols into ceramic 
perovskite oxides. The step in the middle is a simplified transition state. [45] 

This reaction mechanism also explains why it is possible to exchange an intercalated alcohol 

for another alcohol through alcohol-exchange and enables otherwise impossible 

compounds to be intercalated into Dion-Jacobson phases [45].  
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4.3 The structure of interlayer region 

Because of the similar behavior of interlayer distance between Dion-Jacobson phases and 

Ruddlesden-Popper phases when alkylamines or alcohols are intercalated into these 

relative phases, logical conclusion is that a somewhat similar structure of the interlayer 

region is present. Cross-sectional area of one all-trans alkylamine is 18.6 Å2 and the effective 

interlayer area per alkyl chain in Ca2Nb3O10
- is 14.8 Å2 meaning every reactive site, in the 

interlayer region, cannot react with amines, because the nearest neighbor sites are partly 

blocked by alkyl chains. [1,43] 

 

Figure 10. Relationship between the cross section area of n-alkylchain and the area of  perovskite 
slabs in the interlayer region. [43]  

For both Dion-Jacobson phase (HCa2Nb3O10) and Ruddlesden-Popper (H2La2Ti3O10) phase 

approximately one amine molecule can be intercalated per one formula unit of perovskite 

[1,40]. This means for Dion-Jacobson phase that every proton from the interlayer region 

can be exchanged to amine in comparison with Ruddlesden-Popper phase approximately 

half of the protons reacts with amine. This difference can be explained by the structural 

differences of these phases. In Dion-Jacobson phase every proton is occupying interlayer 

sites from two different perovskite sheets, above and below while in Ruddlesden-Popper 

phase every proton is only occupying one site. There are also Dion-Jacobson phases that 
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intercalate less for example into HCa2Nb2AlO9 and HCa2Nb2FeO9 around 0.6 unit of amine 

per formula can be intercalated, the lower relative amount of amine is due to different 

acidity of some interlayer protons [33,35]. This and similar kinds of problems for 

HLa2Ti2NbO10 are discussed later in section 4.4.  

Intercalation of alcohols into Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phases is quite similar 

to intercalation of amines even though the reaction mechanism is different. Similar to 

amines the amount of n-alkoxy groups per perovskite unit (Dion-Jacobson: Ca2Nb3O10 or 

Ruddlesden-Popper: La2Ti3O10) is about one for alcohols with different lengths and nitrogen 

content was zero for Ruddlesden-Popper phase meaning all the n-butylamine used in 

multistep intercalation was removed from the interlayer space during the alcohol 

intercalation. One n-alkoxy group per perovskite unit means that only one side of the unit 

is forming a bond with n-alkoxy group. Even though alcohols form alkoxy groups, and thus 

bond differently into perovskite slabs than amines the cross-sectional area of alkyl chain is 

the same. Again, the area of reaction site and alkyl chain mismatch as demonstrated in 

Figure 11 with La2Ti3O10. [1,46] 

 

Figure 11. Relationship between the cross section area of n-alkylchain, result of alcohol 
intercalation, and the area of perovskite slabs in the interlayer region. [1]  
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Every octahedra on the interlayer surface of La2Ti3O10 possess a proton that is remaining 

from the H2La2Ti3O10. When these protons react with oxygen from TiO6 octahedra HOTiO5 

sites are formed on the interlayer surface. HOTiO5 site can react with n-alcohol to form 

(RO)TiO5 as explained in Chapter 4.2. [1] N-alkylchain is thought to be a cylinder with a 

diameter of 4.87 Å and area of 18.6 Å2 and the area of one TiO5 octahedron on the surface 

is 14.59 Å2 and thus smaller, overlapping is obligatory [1,51]. The overlapping is shown in 

Figure 11, a grey transparent circle describes the area of one n-alkyl chain and it is 

overlapping total of five different HOTiO5 sites. For this reason when one HOTiO5 site is 

forming (RO)TiO5 in a reaction with n-alcohol, four nearest HOTiO5 sites are blocked by the 

n-alkyl chain and cannot react with alcohol [1]. This means that half of the reactive sites are 

forming n-alkoxy groups on the interlayer surface of perovskite slabs and the rest of the 

sites remain vacant. Because one La2Ti3O10 unit has reactive sites at both sides of the slab, 

there is one n-alkoxy group per La2Ti3O10. 

In addition to the surface configuration of the interlayer region orientation of alkyl chains 

needs to be known to understand the structure of the interlayer region. Amines and 

alcohols increase the interlayer distance more than could be expected from all-trans n-alkyl 

chain which can be explained with a bilayer configuration. Normally in aliphatic chain one 

carbon-carbon bond is 1.541 Å long and alkyl chains have bond angles of 109.5° [52].  From 

these two values the increase of the chain length is 1.26 Å per carbon atom for trans-

conformation. Other research into these kinds of compounds report approximately the 

same value, 1.27 Å [1,38]. However the increase of interlayer distance per carbon atom is 

less than could be expected of the bilayer, which would be 2 x 1.27 = 2.54 Å therefore alkyl 

chains have to tilt [1,38,40].  For amine intercalation into Dion-Jacobson phase tilting angle 

can be estimated from the increase of interlayer distance and actual chain length, α = sin1-

[1.669 Å/(2 x 1.27 Å)]=41.08° for region II and 58.60° for region III, relative to the interlayer 

sheet.  Short molecules, region I, nest at the square cavity on the interlayer sheets resulting 

in no real increase in the interlayer distance. Longer chains increase the interlayer distance 

more which means that van der Waals interaction between chains is stronger and controls 
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the chain orientation more than hydrogen bond interaction with the interlayer sheet. 

Bilayer arrangements will not normally have tilting angle of 41.08° [40].  The interlayer 

distance of region II can be explained by a gauche block resulting from kinks, difference with 

all-trans alkyl chain and chain with one gauche is demonstrated with hexylammonium in 

Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Hexylammonium intercalate with two different conformations, on the left all-trans alkyl 
chain and on the right alkyl chain with one gauche bond.   

The same interlayer distance can be accomplished with the same alkyl chain with a different 

tilting angle and conformation as demonstated in Figure 12. Every formed gauche block 

shortens the alkyl chain significantly, 1.0 to 1.2 Å, which would explain otherwise too small 

tilting angle [38,39]. Gauche bonds also explain a little variation between alkyl chains with 

different lengths. Ruddlesden-Popper showed little bit higher increase in the interlayer 

distance that region II and therefore the tilting angle is also slightly larger α = sin1-

[(1.97)/(1.27∙2)]=50.86° [42].  

When it comes to the interlayer distance of alcohol intercalated Dion-Jacobson phase 

interlayer distance was increased by 1.679 Å per carbon atom from which it can be 

concluded to have similar kind of behavior than ammonium intercalates [46]. Estimated 

tilting angle is again little bit too low for a bilayer configuration, 41.38° meaning gauche 
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bonds are possible. For Ruddlesden-Popper phases every carbon atom increases the 

interlayer distance by 2.455 Å or 2.39 Å meaning obviously bilayer formation with the tilting 

angle of 75.14 or 70.21 °, this configuration is also presented in Figure 13 [1,48].  

 

Figure 13. Configuration of butyl-alkoxy bilayer in the interlayer of H2La2Ti3O10 [1]. 

4.4 Differences in reactivity 

Some of the Dion-Jacobson phases like HLa2Ti2NbO10, derived from KLa2Ti2NbO10, and 

HCa2Nb2MO9 have worse reactivity with alkylamines than other Dion-Jacobson phases like 

HCa2Nb3O10. The ordering of Nb and Ti atoms in the triple perovskite causes most likely 

different kind of behavior for protons in the interlayer region in case of HLa2Ti2NbO10. 

Similar behavior happens with HCa2Nb2MO9 when the disorder of perovskite slabs causes 

three different kinds of protons to emerge. [33,35] 

It seems that most protons of HLa2Ti2NbO10 are attached to TiO6 octahedra instead of NbO6 

octahedra and the acidity of the compound is intrinsically lower meaning also lower 

reactivity with organic bases [35]. Unexpectedly HLa2Ti2NbO10 derived from CsLa2Ti2NbO10 

was found to intercalate alkylamines. The reason for this is different kind of b-cation 

arrangement in the perovskite slabs of Dion-Jacobson phase that affect alkylamine 

intercalation through different protonated HLa2Ti2NbO10 form. Dion-Jacobson phases like 
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CsLa2Ti2NbO10 and RbLa2Ti2NbO10 have both titanium and niobium as B-site cations, making 

total of three different models possible for the arrangement of these B-site cations. Either 

they are evenly distributed according to their oxidation number (Ti4+, Nb5+) or they are 

forming separate octahedra so that NbO6 octahedra are sandwiched between TiO6 

octahedra or half of the NbO6 is positioned with half of the TiO6 in the interlayer region 

(Ti1/2Nb1/2O6) and TiO6 is in-between these outer layers of the perovskite slabs. The last 

model seems to be surprisingly correct even though the differences in size and charge of 

the B cations are insignificant. However, this kind of ordering gives ideal charge distribution 

in the perovskite. This kind of perovskite slab structure also enables a sufficient number of 

protons to be attached to NbO6 that enhances the interlayer reactivity compared to protons 

attached to TiO6. [53,54]  

In HCa2Nb2MO9 there are three different kinds of protons in the interlayer region: proton 

bonded in between two NbO6 (I), protons bonded to NbO6 and MO6 (II), and protons bonded 

to two MO6 (III). Relatively, the proportions of these protons are: I=44.5 %, II=44.5 % and 

III=11 % and the acidity in the order I > II > III. Intercalation mostly happens in acidic site I 

and partly acidic site II, resulting in about 0.6 mol of amine in HCa2Nb2MO9. [33] 

In summary intercalation into Dion-Jacobson phases may vary much depending on the 

materials in the structure, because vacancies and disordering influence on the protons in 

the interlayer region possibly lowering the acidity. Intercalation reaction being based on 

acid-base mechanism the acidity of protons in the interlayer region significantly correlates 

the overall reactivity and thus intercalated base content per formula unit of perovskite slab. 

This obstacle can be overcome via exchange reaction like with the intercalation of alcohols 

into Ruddlesden-Popper phase. 
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5 Intercalation into titanoniobate 

Titanoniobates A1-xTi1-xNb1+xO5 have shown great potential as an intercalation host 

structure specifically because its ion exchange properties [32].  The ability to intercalate 

guest species with various sizes into the structure enables the modification of lattice 

parameter c like Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phases. In this chapter the 

intercalation possibilities of KTiNbO5 are reviewed giving an understanding about the 

intercalation process and its possibilities for KTiNbO5. Intercalation into layered KTiNbO5 

has been studied to some extent with organic compounds of a different kind. Amines are 

the most studied compounds, also some polymers and more complex compounds like lysine 

have been investigated [30,31,39,55,56]. 

As an ion-exchangeable compound acid treatment of KTiNbO5 leads to ion exchange 

reaction where protons replace potassium ions in the interlayer region leading to HTiNbO5 

[30–32,57]. Acid treatment is done with any basic acid for example HCl. Reaction conditions 

such as the temperature and time will not really affect the results significantly [30–32]. 

Kikkawa et al. [31] carried out the acid treatment in 2 M HCl at 60 °C for 1 hour and then 

washed the product with distilled water resulting in HTiNbO5 as a pure phase. However in 

the experiments of Rebbah et al. [57] and Lambert et al. [55] acid treatment reactions were 

accomplished using 6 M HCl and 3 day reaction time at room temperature. According to 

Rebbah et al. [57] ion exchange happens quickly to 75-80 %, but to get complete exchange 

longer reaction time and renewing the solution is needed. Lambert et al.[55] achieved 95 % 

exchange of the potassium with this kind of acid treatment. 

Exchange of potassium with protons will not affect the structure of the perovskite slabs but 

because the protons are smaller than potassium ions, the change in lattice parameter c is 

necessary. Lattice parameters for HTiNbO5 are a = 6.54, b = 3.78 c = 17.52 Å compared with 

previously said lattice parameters for KTiNbO5 a = 6.44, b = 3.80 and c = 18.24 Å.  As seen 
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only a significant shift in the lattice parameters appears for c axis because it is affected by 

the interlayer distance as can be seen in Figure 14. [31]  

 

Figure 14. Structure of KTiNbO5 seen directly from b-axis 

To understand how protons are localized in the lattice Schon et al. [32] have made 

refinement based on the X-ray diffraction data of HTiNbO5. The main difference compared 

to alkali compounds is the relative position of TiNbO5
- layers. For HTiNbO5, the distance 

between two oxygen atoms in two different layers is 2.53 Å in 10 K and 2.58 Å in 300 K and 

for KTiNbO5 3.31 Å. The distance between the oxygen atoms is described in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Hydrogen location and oxygen distance in the interlayer region of HTiNbO5. O1-O2 
distance is 2.51(7) Å. 
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Figure 15 shows that the distance between the red oxygen atoms O1 and O2 determines the 

distance between the layers. In addition to the reduced distance between the TiNbO5
- layers 

the position in a-axis of hydrogen, presented as white balls, is clearly different compared to 

the position of potassium in Figure 14. The interlayer distance is shorter mainly because 

protons form strong hydrogen bonds with oxygen (O1). The lengths of these bonds are 

similar to one present in water with the length of 1.01 to 1.19 Å. The other oxygen atom 

(O2) is located also rather close to the proton, distance ranging from 1.51 to 1.35 Å. 

Furthermore, to these differences in interlayer region, protons are located differently than 

potassium ions in b-axis that can be clearly seen in Figure 16. [32] 

 

Figure 16. KTiNbO5 on the left and HTiNbO5 on the right presented along the b-axis 

Potassium ions are clearly on their own octahedral sites inside the interlayer region. 

However, protons are localized linearly, as seen in Figure 16, between the octahedral 

corners, which is typical for hydrogen bonds [32,58]. Since the hydrogen bond in HTiNbO5 

is similar to ones in many acids it can be considered as a titanoniobic acid [32]. Because of 

the acid like behavior bases like amines can intercalate into the structure. Intercalation 

reactions are described further in this chapter. 
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5.1 Intercalation of aliphatic amines  

Multiple research groups have studied the intercalation of amines [30,31,55,56]. According 

to Kikkawa et al. [31] and Tagaya et al. [30] aliphatic amines barely intercalate into KTiNbO5 

and it has been demonstrated by Lambert et al. [55] that the amine intercalation step has 

to be done three times for complete cation change. For this reason, protonated form 

(HTiNbO5) is used as a host material similarly to Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper 

phases. Driving force for the amine intercalation into HTiNbO5 is acid-base reaction [55]. 

HTiNbO5 is assumed to behave as a Brønsted acid like the other protonated forms of 

perovskite-related compounds and reacts with organic Brønsted base [31]. This means 

HTiNbO5 is donating a proton for intercalating amine for example butylamine (C4H9NH2) and 

forming butylammonium (C4H9NH3
+)-[TnNbO5

-] intercalate. 

Acid-base reaction enables quite simple synthesis for intercalated amine-TiNbO5 structures. 

Intercalation can be achieved by soaking HTiNbO5 powder directly into amines [31]. 

Synthesis can be also done in 50-50 wt-%  water amine solutions or in 50-50 wt-% 

water/ethanol amine solution [55,56]. More complex weak bases like aminopyridine can be 

intercalated only via multi-step intercalation, for example first tetradecylamine is 

intercalated into HTiNbO5 to separate TiNbO5
- slabs further from each other and after that 

aminopyridine is intercalated via ion-exchange reaction into the host structure [30]. 

Similar to Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phases intercalated aliphatic amines 

increase lattice parameter c clearly and only small changes in the a and b are observed as 

expected. Interlayer distance is c parameter divided by two and the change of the distance 

correlates almost linearly with the number of carbons in the organic molecule, the longer 

the carbon chain is the bigger the interlayer distance is. The interlayer distance c/2 is 

gathered in Figure 17 as a function of carbon chain length (as atoms) of aliphatic amines. 

[30,31,55,56] 
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Figure 17. Interlayer distance (c/2) as a function of the length of carbon chain. Increase per one 
carbon atom is averagely 1.837 Å [30,31,55,56]. 

Linear correlation between the interlayer distance and the length of carbon chain indicates 

that the interlayer distance can be modified with different compounds. Modification of 

interlayer distance changes the structure as a whole making it interesting when looking for 

new possibilities for inorganic-organic hybrids. 

5.2 Intercalation of diamines, pyridines and photoactive dianilines 

This chapter focuses on the intercalation of more complex amines into KTiNbO5. These 

amines contain either multiple amine groups, pyridine, benzenes or additional functional 

groups like carboxylic acid. 

In addition to aliphatic amines, primary diamines have been managed to intercalate into 

HTiNbO5. Diamines are simple alkenes which have in this case amines groups at both ends 

of the alkyl chain. The amount of intercalated diamine was not dependent on the chain 

length of the diamine, half a mole intercalated diamine per one unit of HTiNbO5 was 

observed. In principle protonated titanoniobate was mixed in an appropriate diamine 
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solution for the intercalation reaction and thus being similar to aliphatic amine 

intercalation.  Diamines can obtain two different forms when intercalated into HTiNbO5, 

one is pure phase and another is mixture of phases. These two forms are resulted from 

different temperatures of preparation. Because the temperature affects which form is 

obtained they are called low temperature and high temperature forms. Low temperature 

forms seem to be stable at room temperature. Synthesis temperature for low temperature 

forms was 4 °C and most of these forms could be isolated. When, the temperature range is 

increased from 45 to 110 °C reversible transition from low temperature form to high 

temperature form occurs.  Some high temperature forms can also be isolated by cooling 

the compounds to room temperature, but high temperature forms are metastable at room 

temperature, meaning they will slowly transform by aging to low temperature form after 

the isolation when left in room temperature. [39] 

Table 1. Synthesis temperatures for low temperature and high temperature forms of diamine-
TiNbO5

- intercalates. [39] 

(CH2)n(NH2)2 Synthesis temperature (°C) 

Number of carbon 

atoms (n) 

Low temperature form High temperature form 

2 4 70 

3 RT 60 

4 4 80 

5 RT 65 

6 4 85 

 7 RT 70 

8 RT 110 

9 4 80 

10 4 80 

12 4 Mixture 
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All intercalated forms keep the same orthorhombic symmetry as HTiNbO5, also the a and b 

lattice parameters were similar meaning the actual TiNbO5
- sheets remain unchanged. 

However, the c lattice parameter changes clearly when different diamines are intercalated 

into the structure, meaning the modification of interlayer space can be determined. 

Generally low temperature forms increase c lattice parameter more than high temperature 

forms which is a result of a change in conformation of the diamine at higher temperatures. 

Because the increase of interlayer distance c/2 is greater for low temperature forms than 

high temperature forms trans-conformation of the chains are favored at low temperatures. 

Even though the symmetry normally will not change sometimes gliding of the TiNbO5- 

sheets can modify the space group a little when diamines are intercalated. The increase in 

c lattice parameter is described in Figure 18. [39]  

 

Figure 18. Correlation between the interlayer distance c/2 (Å) and intercalated diamine length 
represented as number of carbon atoms in the amine chain [39]. Red line describes linear fit from 
the intercalation of amines that was shown in Figure 17. 

Linear correlation between the increase of interlayer distance and the length of diamine is 

obvious. Every carbon atom in diamine chain increases the interlayer distance 

approximately by 1.149 Å in contrast to intercalation of simple amines there is a clear 
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difference because every carbon atom increased the interlayer distance by 1.837 Å as 

discussed in Chapter 5.2. 

In addition to aliphatic amines and diamines Tagaya et al. [30] experimented intercalation 

with 3-aminopyridine, 4-aminopyridine and 4-4’azodianiline. Intercalating these molecules 

into HTiNbO5 utilized multi-step intercalation, another molecule was intercalated at first 

and after that the intercalation step was done again with the desired molecule. To get an 

understanding what kind of molecules are in question they are presented in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19. Structural formula of 3-aminopyridine, 4-aminopyridine and 4-4’-azodianiline with 

trans- and cis-isomers. 

All mentioned molecules can be intercalated into the HTiNbO5. The interlayer distance 

being 12.7 Å for 3-aminopyridine and 23.2 Å for 4-aminopyridine. Length of 3-

aminopyridine and 4-aminopyridine are 6.3 Å and 5.3 Å. [30] 

Azobenzenes are known for their isomeric abilities. A trans-cis isomerization of 

azobenzenes can be achieved by changing the wavelength of radiation. The isomerization 

process from trans- to cis-form changes the dimension of molecule significantly. The 

distance between the para carbon atoms in the azobenzene changes from 9.0 to 5.5 Å [59]. 

The change between the different isomers is clearly visible in Figure 19. Interlayer distance 

between TiNbO5
- layers was 30.7 Å [30]. 
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The intercalation of lysine into HTiNbO5 has been done by Grandin et al. [39] giving 

interesting results. Low pKA value of acids makes the intercalation reaction more 

challenging. Lysine molecule has alkene chain that consists of six carbon atoms, both ends 

of this chain have amine groups and in addition to those, other end has carboxyl group. 

Because the chain length is equal to hexanediamine similar interlayer distance would be 

expected. However the interlayer distance, 26.65 Å, is distinctly greater than 16.05 Å which 

is interlayer distance corresponding hexanediamine. Difference between lysine and 

hexanediamine is discussed further in Chapter 5.3.2. [39] 

5.3 Modeling of the interlayer region  

This chapter goes through the structure of interlayer region. To begin with the orientation 

of simple alkylamines is modelled and then following by more complex molecules that have 

been discussed previously in Chapter 5.2.  

5.3.1 Aliphatic amines and diamines 

The intercalation of alkylamines leads to alkyammonium molecules that are pointed 

towards TiNbO5
- layers [55]. Although there is linear correlation between the interlayer 

distance and the length of carbon chain of alkyl amine perpendicular chain orientation 

cannot be assumed. Plotting the data of interlayer distances as a function of the number of 

carbon atoms from various studies, yields a slope of 1.837 for the linear regression as stated 

before. This indicates that adding one carbon atom to the chain increases the interlayer 

distance by averagely 1.837 Å [30,31,55,56]. Linear fit is not really exact due to there being 

little differences between the increase steps and because research with longer alkyl chains 

has only been carried out by Tagaya et al. [30] there might be some error, the trend is 

however really clear. Similarly, to Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phase increase 

per carbon atom is more than 1.27 Å which is the chain length in all-trans alkyl chains [1,38]. 

Interpreting actual chain length and the actual observed interlayer distances,  it is clear that 
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the amines are not forming a monolayer but instead a bilayer into interlayer regions in 

which amine groups are pointing towards the host layers (TiNbO5
-) [31]. If the alkyl chains 

form a monolayer perpendicular to the host layers, the slope would be 1.27 and on the 

other hand for double layer the slope would be 2.54. Because only the heads affect the 

bonding, the orientation of the alkyl chains from the perpendicular c-axis has different 

possible directions. Thus, an intermediate value can be explained by tilting of the alkyl 

chains from the perpendicular position and/or by chain overlapping in double layers, it is 

also possible that instead of all-trans alkyl chains gauche blocks are formed. [55]  

KTiNbO5 the unit cell comprises two interlayer regions and thus only one complete TiNbO5
- 

slab is present. Every other TiNbO5
- slab is rotated around the c-axis meaning the interlayer 

regions are different. Thus if the original symmetry of TiNbO5
- slabs are maintained, alkyl 

chains in one bilayer cannot be oriented in the same direction at the bilayer, but instead in 

the opposite directions by an angle  +θ and -θ. However, it is possible that the intercalate 

compounds possess a different symmetry than the original structure because during the 

intercalation reaction both KTiNbO5 and HTiNbO5 undergo a rapid dispersion where 

colloidal suspensions are formed. This leads to a great increase in the surface area of the 

material so there is a possibility of delamination of host layers. When the material goes 

through a dispersion and then the layers restack the symmetry could change from 

orthorhombic to monoclinic. [55] 

In addition to the challenge with symmetry there is the restriction on the maximum density 

of alkylammonium chains similarly to Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phases. 

Alkylammonium chains are can be described as cylinders with cross-sectional area of 18.6 

Å2 [1]. In HTiNbO5 one lattice sheet intercepts an area of a ∙ b = 6.44 ∙ 3.80 Å = 24.472 Å2 

[31]. This area contains two negative charges on the TiNbO5
- layers, because calculating 

charge density from the lattice parameters gives an area of 12.3 Å2 per charge denoting that 

charge density cannot be compensated with only a monolayer [55,60].  
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Figure 20. Cross-sectional presentation of TiNbO5
- sheet and the relationships between the areas. 

Because of the diameter of alkyl chain is greater than the b parameter of the reactive site 

every site cannot be occupied but only about half of the possible sites as seen in Figure 20. 

Either every site in one row is occupied for example a row in the middle or every other site 

from different rows, so that for example site in the middle of first column is occupied and 

on the column at the right uppermost and the bottom sites are occupied. This assumption 

is supported by the thermogravimetric analysis and maximum density calculated by 

Lambert et al. [55] in accordance with the amount of exchanged protons. In addition to the 

area that each chain requires on the TiNbO5
- surface, the energetics of the intercalation 

reaction has an influence on the formed layer structure. The most interesting thing to know 

is how the distance between the layers affects the energy of the system. The energy of the 

system is a sum of attractive van der Waals interactions between the TiNbO5
- layers and 

between the alkyl chains and the electrostatic pressure due to negative charges on the 

layers and positive compensating charges in the interlayer region. [55] 

The most important experimental fact is the linear correlation between the chain length 

and the increase in the interlayer distance described earlier in Chapter 5.1. Because of the 

obvious bilayer conformation, it means that alkyl chains have to tilt, a tilting angle between 
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the chain and planar sheet can be estimated by using the increase of interlayer distance and 

the increase that would be resulted from the perpendicular bilayer, sin-1 (1.837 / (2 x 1.27) 

Å) = 47.41° [30,31,55,56]. There might be some differences on the tilting angle between 

different alkyl chains [31]. Below is a representation of the interlayer region of butylamine 

intercalated HTiNbO5. 

 

Figure 21. Schematic presentation of possible structure of interlayer region in HTiNbO5 with 
butylammonium intercalate. Half of the protons are not reacting with butylamine, but it cannot be 
seen from b-axis. 

Butylammonium molecules are tilted in the opposite directions with an approximate angle 

of 47°, this way the orthorhombic symmetry is retained. The constant tilting angle can be 

explained due to the wavelike structure of the TiNbO5
- layers, because the layer would guide 

alkyl chains in a specific direction. Due to planar representation in Figure 21 remaining 

protons are not visible, but as previously stated every other proton remains in the structure. 

There has also been discussion by Lambert et al. [55] that symmetry would change to 

monoclinic which is supported by splitting of 200 peak into 200 and -200 in the XRD 

diffractogram.  

Clearly, alkyl chains are tilted and puckered sheets contribute to the tilting angle and 

exchange ratio can be explained by the maximum density on the interlayer sheets. 

However, the exact model of the interlayer region is really hard to solve. 
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Now when we have quite good understanding about the interlayer region with simple 

aliphatic amines, it is good to continue with more complex molecules. Diamines intercalate 

into HTiNbO5 and form a monolayer, because 1.149 Å increase is observed by every added 

carbon atom as stated in Chapter 5.2, this increase is lower than the length of one carbon-

carbon bond in all-trans alkyl chain.[38,39]  

 

Figure 22. Hexyldiammonium intercalate in HTiNbO5 

The difference between the amine bilayer and diamine monolayer is apparent and because 

of this it is easy to understand why adding one carbon atom to amine chain increases the 

interlayer distance more than adding one carbon atom to diamine chain. When the length 

of amine chain is increased it adds two carbon atoms into the interlayer distance thus 

increasing the interlayer distance more than adding just one carbon which happens with 

diamines. Because of the bilayer in case of propylamine interlayer region contains total of 

six carbon atoms meaning the interlayer distance is comparable with hexyldiamine. 

Shorter diamines increase the interlayer distance more than longer ones, because smaller 

molecules tend to orientate in a direction almost perpendicular to the TiNbO5
- sheet. Longer 

chains however have one or several gauche bonds that lead to a little bit different tilting 

angle of chain compared with perpendicular orientation. Transitions between orientations 

are also present between low temperature and high temperature forms as previously 

briefly discussed in Chapter 5.2. The difference between the interlayer spacing is 1.2 Å for 
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pentane- and heptanediamines, for hexane-, nonane- and decanediamine differences are 

1.9-2.35 Å, in turn dodecanediamine forms differs from each other 4.6 Å [39]. These 

differences are the consequence of the formation of one or more kinks in the diamine chain. 

Every kink in the diamine chain shortens it by 1.0 to 1.2 Å, however the difference between 

the low temperature form and high temperature form is not multiple of these values in all 

cases and thus several gauche bonds may form which shorten the chain length even more 

[38,39]. The intercalation of octanediamine with a gauche bond is described in Figure 23. 

Gauche bonds might locate in different positions of the chain and exact position is hard to 

determine. The position of the NH3
+ ends can also vary between different diamines, which 

complicates the interpretation of c parameter and possible the orientation of the 

intercalated molecule further. The ends of diamine chains with n=5-7, 12 carbon atoms are 

located at the same positions as amines. However, butanediamine is slightly displaced from 

the ideal location respect to amines and also clearly more perpendicular to sheets 

compared with longer chains, this behavior is presented in Figure 23 [39]. 

 

Figure 23. Schematic presentation of (a) octanediammonium and (b) butanediammonium 
intercalates in interlayer region of HTiNbO5. Octannediammonium has one gauche block and 
butanediammonium is positioned little bit off from the normal reactive site presented as yellow 
circles. 
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5.3.2 Lysine, pyridines and azodianiline 

The interlayer distance of lysine derivative, 26.65 Å, is distinctly greater than 16.05 Å which 

is interlayer distance corresponding hexanediamine [39]. The interlayer distance for lysine 

is more comparable to hexylamine, 23.33 Å [30,55,56]. Lysine is forming bilayer into the 

interlayer space and only one amine groups forms NH3
+ and another nitrogen bonds with 

hydrogen bond to carboxyl group belonged to other lysine molecule. This kind of cohesion 

in between the bilayer explains the greater interlayer distance, because molecules cannot 

overlap. Figure 24 describes interlayer region of lysine intercalated TiNbO5
-  

 

Figure 24. Lysine bilayer in interlayer region of HTiNbO5. 

In case of aminopyridines, 3-aminopyridine forms monolayer and 4-aminopyridine bilayer. 

3-aminopyridine would react with both upper and lower host layers in intercalation like 

diamines whereas 4-aminopyridine would act more like an aliphatic amine and form bilayer 

into the interlayer region [30].  
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Figure 25. 3- and 4-aminopyridines intercalated into HTiNbO5.  

Azodianiline intercalate has a interlayer distance of 30.7 Å meaning it is greater than 4-

aminopyridine bilayer as expected because azodianiline is a longer molecule than two 4-

aminopyridine molecules [30]. Thus, about perpendicular orientation and a monolayer 

formation between the host layers can be assumed for azodianiline. Wavelength of 365 nm 

induces a trans-cis isomerization. Partial cis-trans isomerization takes place with the 

wavelength of 436 nm, meaning incomplete length recovery happens. For complete cis-

trans an isomerization cutting of the light source is needed. This cycle in which the molecule 

changes its dimension is repeatable and the average photomechanical effect is about 0.15 

to 0.25 %. The effect is small but it makes intercalation of these kind of compounds 

interesting, because electromagnetic radiation could be converted into mechanical energy. 

[59]  

6 Utilization of intercalated inorganic-organic hybrids 

Previous chapters have mainly gone through the basics behind the intercalation but this 

chapter is trying to describe the possibilities of intercalated hybrids in terms of utilization 

or possible applications instead of just discovering new hybrid materials.  
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6.1 Photocatalytic properties of ceramic oxides 

Photocatalytic applications seem to be the most researched in case of perovskite-like 

ceramic oxides. Photocatalytic compounds are light-activated solids that will not 

themselves affect the reaction product but participate in the reaction. Photocalalytic 

compounds with highly organized structure can be used to obtain much higher efficiency 

and selectivity in photocatalytic reactions [6]. Some ion-exchangeable layered compounds 

work as photocatalysts for water decomposition [9,61]. Water decomposition means 

splitting water into H2 and O2 making it interesting when thinking about overcoming the 

challenges in hydrogen production.  One possible way to get rid of fossil fuels is to use fuel 

cells that use hydrogen as a fuel.  Hydrogen is a clean and efficient fuel that can be produced 

by various different processes, including electrolysis of water, thermocatalytic reformation 

of hydrogen-rich organic compounds and biological processes [7,9]. The biggest challenge 

is a cheap and efficient way to produce hydrogen. Therefore, different photocatalytic 

reactions in which only solar energy is used are interesting for energy renewal and storage.  

Layered photocatalysts are mainly based on titanium [62–64], niobium [65–67] and 

tantalum [68–71] compounds. All of these can form perovskite-like ion-exchangeable 

layered oxides as previously discussed. Overall layered oxides like Ruddlesden-Popper 

K2La2Ti3O10 have been proved to be better for water splitting than normal bulk catalyst like 

platinum or TiO2 [64,65]. The unique structure of layered oxides makes them heterogenous 

photocatalysts that work “two-dimensionally” meaning catalytic reactions proceed at the 

interlayer regions [61]. Therefore the key factor for photo-decomposition in these 

compounds is the ion-exchange ability and/or the ability for hydration occurring within 

alkali-metal layers [7]. Specifically proton-exchanged Pt or Ni intercalated layered ceramic 

oxides have shown relatively high photocatalytic activity for H2 evolution.[7,61,70] If 

KTiNbO5 is considered as an example, it has good ion-exchange ability and proton-

exchanged form is easy to synthetize. In addition to this, KTiNbO5 has a layered structure, 

as discussed before, and therefore it is a promising material for photocatalytic evolution of 
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H2 from water [8]. KTiNbO5 has also proved to be efficient photocatalytic especially when 

loaded with NiO. With polymerizable complex route (PC) [7], or as originally known the 

Pechini method [72], synthetized KTiNbO5 samples have a large surface area of 23 m2 g-1 

and the photocatalytic activity for photodecomposition of water into H2 with the assistance 

of UV light was about 60 μmol g-1 h-1 [7,8]. Inorganic-organic photocatalyst for water 

splitting could not be found in literature, but photoactive properties of inorganic host 

materials enable other possible functionalities discussed in the next chapter. 

6.2 Intercalation of photofunctional molecules into KTiNbO5 

Although ion-exchangeable layered oxides have photocatalytic properties without 

intercalated guest compounds, different or better photofunctionality can be achieved by 

intercalation of suitable guest compounds with good photofunctional abilities [73]. Most of 

the possible  compounds are organic dyes [74]. New possible applications for intercalation 

compounds include employing them as heterogeneous catalysts, devices for non-linear 

optics, sensors, ionic conductors and molecular sieves [75]. For intercalation compounds 

total photochemical reaction is the sum of reactions taking place in each chemical 

component in the structure, thus understanding about the intercalation reaction and spatial 

organization of components is needed when trying to understand the photochemical 

behavior properly. Additionally, co-intercalation of other compound to the intercalation 

compounds could assist photo induced energy/electron transfer in the compounds. [73] 

This has already been managed to achieve with zeolite to which two different compounds 

were intercalated forming electron-transport chain with total of three different 

components [76]. This chapter mainly focuses on the utilization of photofunctional 

molecules in intercalation into HTiNbO5. 
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6.2.1 Methylviologen 

Methylviologen, paraquat; 1,1’-dimethyl-4,4’-dipyridium dichloride; MV2+Cl2, is a 

compound with photochemical and electrochemical properties therefore it is an interesting 

intercalate compound for making inorganic-organic hybrid materials. Especially the ability 

to work as an electron acceptor in photoinduced electron-transfer reactions has attracted 

interest and studied by multiple researchers specifically when methylviologen is used as 

dopant in zeolites. Methlyviologen forms two-dimensional inorganic matrices in these 

nanostructured materials.  [77–80]  

Methylviologen has been intercalated into various ceramic oxides, here the intercalation 

into HTiNbO5 is discussed more precisely to give a compact overview of possible utilization.  

In order to incorporate MV2+ into TiNbO5 layers need to be done through the protonated 

form and utilizing a guest-exchange reaction. Because of the high charge density of the host 

layers, 12.3 Å2 per charge as discussed before in Chapter 5.3.1, MV2+ ions are intercalated 

with inclined to the TiNbO5
- layers at an angle of 43°. Basal spacing between the layers was 

14.1 Å and because a single TiNbO5
-  slab is 5 Å thick interlayer spacing is 9.1Å. Furthermore, 

amount of MV2+ is 0.28 molecule per TiNbO5
-. The molecule structure of MV2+ and the 

intercalation is shown in Figure 26. [75] 
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Figure 26. Molecule structure of MV2+ on top and its intercalation between the TiNbO5
- layers on 

bottom [75,81]. 

The MV2+TiNbO5
- hybrid thin film is colorless and transparent in visible light.  Color changes 

to blue after irritated by a collimated light beam. The absorption peaks are at 402 and 638 

nm in the absorption spectra. These peaks are relate to monomeric MV+ therefore UV 

irradiation results in the formation of monomeric MV+ radical cations in the interlayer 

region. This photochemical reaction is ascribed to photoinduced electron transfer from host 

to the guest that is characterized by the semiconducting host lattice, TiNbO5
-. [75,82] 

6.2.2 Porphyrin 

Porphyrins and metalloporphyrins can be utilized as a catalyst or immobilized on various 

materials that are either organic or inorganic [83]. Porphyrins work as light-harvesting and 

electron-donating or -accepting molecules [81]. Especially using porphyrins as 

photosensitizers for the reduction of water to hydrogen has attracted interest [84]. 

Furthermore other electrochemical applications and chemical sensors are possible [83].  
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Figure 27. Structural formula of porphyrin, TMPyP4+. 

Intercalation of porphyrin can be done like every other intercalation reaction described 

before with guest exchange reaction into HTiNbO5. Intercalating porphyrin into HTiNbO5 

increases the interlayer spacing to 12.5 Å [81]. If porphyrin molecules are considered as 

square shaped and parallel to the layers, the area each molecule would cover is 

approximately 300 Å2 [85]. Estimating the tilting angle with these facts gives a tilt angle of 

circa 46° [81,86]. 

Tong et al. [81] managed to intercalate TMPyP and methylviologen into separate interlayer 

regions of HTiNbO5. The multi-layer film was prepared by casting, so that each of the 

colloidal suspension, MV2+-TiNbO5
- and  TMPyP4+-TiNbO5

-, on a quartz glass plate. Irridation 

of the multi-layer film with light of >420 nm caused a photoinduced electron transfer from 

the porphyrin to MV2+ through TiNbO5
- slab. In other words, TMPyP donates electrons 

though the conduction bands of the TiNbO5
- slabs and this changes MV2+ to a one-electron 

reduced acceptor, MV+∙. Thus the whole reaction results in one-electron oxidized TMPyP 

layers that are isolated from one-electron reduced MV+∙ by the TiNbO5
- slabs. 

Heterogeneous semiconducting laminate films control the spatial organization of the donor 

and acceptor layers and thus enhancing the efficiency of the charge separation. In addition, 

the porphyrin sensitizes the electron transfer to the conduction bands of the TiNbO5
- layers. 

[81] 
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Figure 28. Light induced electron transfer reaction of a multilayer film consisting of TiNbO5
- layers, 

porphyrin layers and methylviologen layers [81]. 

6.3 Polyaniline 

Polyaniline is a conducting polymer which is why it has raised interest especially in respect 

of nanometer scale molecular electronics [87]. High conductivity enables a large variety of 

applications including many electronical devices [88] and chemical sensors [89]. In addition 

to conductivity, polyaniline is easy to synthetize and stable in all conditions. Overall, 

polymer intercalated layered materials lead to a highly organized polymer ordering which 

enhances the thermal and mechanical stability compared with ordinary polymers [90].  

Polyaniline has been intercalated in various different layered materials including HTiNbO5 

[90] and Dion-Jacobson HCa2Nb3O10 [87]. The intercalation of aniline monomer into these 

relative phases can be carried out through acid-base neutralization driven by the strong 

electrical attraction between the anilinium ions and the negative TiNbO5
- layers after the 

aniline intercalation the polymerization is possible. Polymer intercalation into HTiNbO5 

strongly differs from single molecule intercalation because polymers tend to exfoliate the 

layers and the overall layered structure collapses. 
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Figure 29. SEM pictures a) KTiNbO5, b) HTiNbO5, c) Aniline/HTiNbO5 d) Polyaniline/HTiNbO5 [90]. 

Figure 29 shows the SEM pictures from different stages of the intercalation process. As seen 

in (a) KTiNbO5 has quite close layered structure which remains in protonated form (b) 

HTiNbO5. Aniline intercalation exfoliates the layers as seen in (c) as does the polyaniline (d). 

The crystallite structure is however stayed in the host layers even though the overall 

crystallinity decreases significantly. In addition to just the increase of the interlayer distance 

polyaniline intercalated HTiNbO5, it is really stable in acidic conditions and the inorganic 

host does not seem to affect too much to the properties of polymer. TiNbO5
- slabs act as a 

template for the polymerization resulting in a quite ordered polymer chain structure. The 

long way orientation can be achieved because polyaniline chains will not interact with each 

other. 
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Figure 30. Schematic presentation of aniline and polyaniline intercalates in the interlayer of 
HTiNbO5. [90] 

Despite the fact that intercalation of polymers works differently and the crystallinity suffers 

from the intercalation it does not change the fact that utilization of these kind of organic-

inorganic hybrid materials may be quite interesting.  
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EXPERIMENTAL PART 

7 Research goals 

Literature is full of research related to intercalation of various different organic molecules 

into broad range of inorganic host structures. This does not mean further research would 

be somewhat meaningless or impossible. Inorganic-organic hybrids can have properties 

from both materials and thus enabling new possible applications for example in electronical 

or optical devices. [2] 

In this thesis, intercalation of various organic molecules that contain hydroxyl groups were 

investigated. Potassium titanoniobate, KTiNbO5, was used as the host material of 

intercalation. KTiNbO5 is a layered compound with orthorhombic symmetry and Pnma 

space group that consist of Ti4+ and Nb5+ oxide octahedra that form zig-zag sheets and 

potassium cations are located in the interlayer region in between the sheets.  The main 

reasons, for using titanoniobate as a host material, are its relatively simple synthetization 

with high-temperature solid-state method and its ion-exchangeable nature, which means 

that interlayer cations can be replaced with other cations or protons. [16,57] 

To get more interesting applications for titanoniobates more complex organic molecules 

need to be intercalated into the structure. This way organic layers form new properties for 

these inorganic-organic hybrids and thus create new possible applications, for example 

organic photocatalyst are quite complex molecules and they could possibly improve water 

splitting when intercalated into inorganic host structure [91]. However, it is good to start 

with the more simple molecules with new functional groups to determine first the reactivity 

of those. Even though many different organic compound have been successfully 

intercalated into KTiNbO5 reports about alcohol intercalation could not be found from the 

literature. Alcohols have been intercalated into various Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-

Popper phase, which indicates they should work also with KTiNbO5 [1,46]. The alcohol 
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intercalation into KTiNbO5 is studied here in Aalto University by Dr. Christopher Thomas and 

his work is utilized as a point of reference for this master’s project. The main purpose of this 

work is to continue the research for more complex molecules including functional hydroxyl 

group. The most important question is of course, if the compounds work in the intercalation 

reaction. In addition to the structure of interlayer region is determined to give an 

understanding how different molecules act when intercalated, do for example diols form a 

bilayer like amines or a monolayer/diol-linkage like diamines in HTiNbO5 or like diols in 

porous siloxane [30,31,39,55,56,92]. In addition to diols experiments with phenol, 

hydroquinone, glycolic acid and diethylene glycol intercalation were carried out.  

8 Sample synthesis 

This chapter goes through the sample synthesis from the preparation of the inorganic host 

material, KTiNbO5 via solid-state synthesis to the intercalation of various organic molecules 

into KTiNbO5 in order to prepare inorganic-organic hybrid materials. 

8.1 Solid-state synthesis 

Potassium titanoniobate, KTiNbO5, was used as an inorganic host material for the 

intercalation of various organic molecules. KTiNbO5 was prepared via solid-state synthesis 

as reported by various researchers. Two different weight ratios were experimented for the 

synthesis, in the first synthesis K2CO3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.0%), TiO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.5 %) and Nb2O5 

(Alfa Aesar, 99.95 %) were weighted 1:2:1 ratio and in the second synthesis with 1.1:2:1. 

Excess amount of K2CO3 was used in the second synthesis, because at high synthesis 

temperature K2CO3 will volatilize and possibly lead to unfavorable stoichiometry in the 

product. After weighing, powders were ground together in an agate mortar for half an hour, 

longer grinding time resulted in water absorption into K2CO3, for the same reason K2CO3 

was kept at 70°C before weighing, otherwise water would cause problems in the further 
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synthesis. The resultant uniform white powder was pressed to pellets in a pellet die 

(approximately 3.3 grams each) with 10 kPa pressure. Pellets were placed in a ceramic boat 

and annealed in the air in a tube furnace at 1100 °C for 12 hours. The anneal temperature 

was reached with a heating rate of 200 °C/h and same rate was used for cooling down the 

pellets. After the annealing, pellets were broke and ground to uniform white powder in an 

agate mortar. 

 

Figure 31. KTiNbO5 pellets after annealing in ceramic boat. 

8.2 Intercalation  

KTiNbO5 is ion-exchangeable ceramic oxide meaning that potassium cations can be 

exchanged with other alkali cations or protons. The starting point for the intercalation was 

to protonate KTiNbO5, this was accomplished via stirring the powder in 2 M HCl overnight, 

meaning approximately 16 hours, if the acid treatment is longer hydrate impurities are 

formed into the phase. After the acid treatment, the resultant suspension was filtered using 

filter paper and a Büchner funnel to separate solid from the liquid. The product was washed 

with distilled water until the pH of the effluent was same as for washing water. Vacuum was 

used to speed up the filtering and resultant white powder was dried in the air. 
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After the protonation acid-base reaction with HTiNbO5 and butylamine was performed, 

because organic compounds with hydroxyl groups will not intercalate into HTiNbO5 directly 

similarly to Ruddlesden-Popper phases.  [1,48] Intercalation of 1-butylamine (Sigma-Aldrich, 

≥99%) was carried out by mixing HTiNbO5 and approximately 40 ml of butylamine in a 

hydrothermal vessel. Hydrothermal vessels were not used to get solvothermal conditions, 

but to prevent unhealthy vapor with an unpleasant odor to spread during the intercalation 

without the need of fume hood monitoring or water level checking on reflux apparatus. 

Intercalation of butylamine leads to butylammonium ions laying in between the ceramic 

slabs. 

 

Figure 32. Hydrothermal vessel that was used in the intercalation reactions. 

The mixture was kept at 70 °C overnight and then solid was filtered from liquid with filter a 

paper same way as before with protonated precursor and washed with acetone. After the 

filtering suspension was dried in the air at room temperature. Titanoniobate with 

butylammonium intercalate was used in multistep intercalation of diols, phenol, 

hydroquinone, glycolic acid and diethylene glycol. In multistep intercalation, butylamine 

was used to separate the TiNbO5
- slabs to make intercalation easier. In this master’s thesis 

butylamine intercalated HTiNbO5 is onwards known as ButNH3
+-TiNbO5

-.  
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8.2.1 Intercalation of diols  

Diols are alcohols with two hydroxyl groups, in this master’s project hydroxyl groups were 

in both ends of the molecules. 

 

Figure 33. The structural formula of 1,5-pentanediol. 

Similarly to butylamine intercalation, hydrothermal vessels were used, but intercalation 

temperatures varied between different diols because of their different melting 

temperatures, all the diols that were liquid at room temperature, corresponding to diols C2-

C5 and C7 (subscript describing the number of carbons in the alkyl chain) were intercalated 

at 70 °C. Diols with solid state at room temperature were intercalated using the 

temperature that was about 10 °C above their melting points.  The intercalation time for all 

the samples was the same as for butylamine (overnight). Intercalated diols, their 

manufacturers and purities are given in Table 2 together with used intercalation 

temperature.  

Table 2. Intercalated diols, their manufacturers, purities and the temperature used for the 
intercalalation. 

Molecule Manufacturer and Purity Intercalation temperature / °C 

Ethanediol Alfa Aesar, 99 % 70 

Propanediol Alfa Aesar, 99 % 70 

Butanediol Alfa Aesar, 99 % 70 

Pentanediol Alfa Aesar, 97 % 70 

Hexanediol Alfa Aesar , 97 % 55 

Heptanediol TCI, >98.0 % 70 

Octanediol TCI, >99.0 % 72 

Nonanediol TCI, >98.0 % 58 

Decanediol TCI, >95.0 % 85 

Diethylene glycol Sigma-Aldrich, 99 % 70 
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After the intercalation, suspensions were filtered. Diols with high melting point were 

filtered using approximately same temperature as was used for intercalation and the diols 

with low melting points were filtered at room temperature. Filtering resulted in white 

powder for every diol that powder was dried either in the air or at the same time as filtering 

in a furnace. Some of the longer diols seemed to remain in the powder although the filtering 

was carried out at a raised temperature, this caused diols to recrystallize and thus affect the 

purity of samples. Because of this dissolving of the excess diols were experimented with 

water and methanol. In both cases, washing caused the collapse of the interlayers.  

To research the intercalation of diols more ester formation reaction was performed with 

acetic acid. If free hydroxyl groups are present at the interlayer region carboxylic acid and 

alcohol should form ester and as represented below [52]: 

 

Ester formation is reversible reaction, but even when reaction is happening only partly 

interlayer distance should be increased and clarify the structure of the interlayer region that 

is formed in diol intercalation. The reaction was tried by stirring propanediol-TiNbO5
- 

powder at 50 °C acetic acid (Merck, 100 %) for 24 hours. 

8.2.2 Intercalation of phenol, hydroquinone and glycolic acid 

Similarly to diols phenol (Alfa Aesar, 99+ % ), hydroquinone, HQ, (Merck, ≥ 99.5 %) and 

glycolic acid (Alfa Aesar, 98 % ) intercalation was attempted with multi-step mechanism into 

HTiNbO5. All the intercalations were tested in couple different ways.  
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Figure 34. From left to right the structural formula of phenol, hydroquinone and glycolic acid. 

Intercalation of phenol and HQ were attempted into two different forms of host materials 

utilizing multistep intercalation. Host materials were ButNH3
+-TiNbO5

- and propoxyl-

HTiNbO5, which was prepared via intercalating 1-propanol (Merck, ≥ 99.5 %) via ion-

exchange into ButNH3
+-TiNbO5

- using hydrothermal vessel overnight at 70 °C. Using 

propoxyl-HTiNbO5 as a host material in the intercalation should enable alcohol-exchange 

type reaction when water and other organic compound with hydroxyl group is used, as has 

been proved for the Ruddlesden-Popper phase [45]. The intercalation of phenol was done 

by mixing ceramic powder and phenol powder together first and then putting the mixture 

into a hydrothermal vessel. The vessel was kept in a furnace at 70 °C overnight which means 

that the phenol melts. When the product was dried the result in both cases was yellow 

powder. The intercalation of HQ was done almost the same way as phenol, but because HQ 

has a relatively high melting point, 172 °C, it was first dissolved in water. According to 

previous results with alcohols water will not affect on the intercalated material. HQ/water 

solution and the host phases were mixed, put into a hydrothermal vessel and kept at 70 °C 

furnace overnight. Dry resultant was orange powder and the filtered liquid was 

brownish/reddish, after the evaporation of liquid the remaining product was reddish 

crystals. Same kind of crystals could be achieved when HQ was dissolved in butylamine and 

let the liquid evaporate. The oxidation of HQ in the presence of aliphatic amines have been 

reported to form bis(alkylamino) quinones that are normally brilliant red/brownish crystals 

[93]. The main reason to experiment the possible alcohol-exchange reaction with phenol 
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and HQ was the color of the powder and the remaining liquid. It is clear that HQ 

intercalation is affected by the amount of butylamine in the interlayer region because of 

the bis(alkylamino) quinonen reaction and by lowering or totally removing the butylamine 

from the interlayer region the actual intercalation of HQ should be easier. 

Intercalation of glycolic acid was attempted in water solution at 70 ˚C. In addition, the 

intercalation of glycolic acid was carried out at 85 ˚C without the water. The higher 

temperature melts glycolic acid which melting point is 75 °C. 

9 Characterization 

9.1 X-ray powder diffraction 

X-ray diffraction is an analytical method that is used for identifying materials, their crystal 

structure and crystallinity. It is based on the diffraction of X-rays from the crystallographic 

planes according to Bragg’s law, that has the formula 𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, in which λ is the 

wavelength of incoming radiation, d is the distance of crystallographic planes in the sample 

and θ is the angle of incoming and outgoing radiation. When the wavelength of radiation 

matches the path difference of beam between crystallographic planes, diffraction occurs 

meaning that the difference of traveled distance of the reflected beams corresponds to 

multiple of the wavelength used. Therefore, when the wavelength of monochromatic 

radiation and the angles are known the distance between crystallographic planes can be 

determined. 

In this work X-ray diffraction was used to determine the phase purity of solid state 

synthetized host material, KTiNbO5, and the protonated equivalent HTiNbO5. In addition to 

these the lattice parameters of intercalated samples were determined with help of X-ray 

diffraction and the differences of c lattice parameters were observed to get a value for the 

interlayer distance for the prepared layered inorganic-organic hybrids. All the samples were 
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measured with PANalytical X’Pert PRO MPD α-1 powder diffractometer (PIXcel energy 

dispersive solid state detector, Cu Kα1 radiation 1.54056 Å). The diffraction patterns were 

collected in continuous mode using 2θ range 2.9990-90.0003 ° with step size of 0.0263° and 

a measurement time of 27.540 s per point. Used radiation mask changed between 10 and 

15 mm depend on the sample holder in use, 10 mm mask for a small sample holder and 15 

mm mask for a large sample holder. Smaller batches, mostly intercalated samples, were 

measured using the small sample holder with diameter of 16 mm and bigger batches were 

measured with the large sample holder with diameter of 28 mm. Programs that were used 

in the measurements were  X’Pert Data Collector as the measurement program and X’Pert 

HighScore Plus,  X’Pert Data Viewer and Match!. 

9.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a preferred method used for obtaining the 

infrared spectrum of the absorption or emission of solid, liquid or gas.  IR radiation is 

directed through a sample when some of the infrared radiation is absorbed by the sample 

and some of it passes through, transmitted. Resulted spectrum shows absorption and 

transmission peaks of the sample, which can be compared with reference materials to 

identify the sample. Peaks correspond to the frequencies of bond vibrations. Two different 

materials cannot have exactly the same spectrum, which is why infrared spectroscopy is 

widely used technique for qualitative material analysis.  

In this work, FTIR was used to determine intercalated compounds to understand the 

reaction mechanism and bonding between the host structure and intercalated guest 

compounds and of course also to see, if the intercalation has worked at all. IR samples were 

prepared as pellets which consisted of 200 mg of KBr for IR spectroscopy (Merck) that was 

dried at 230 °C and 1 mg of the actual sample. KBr and a sample were mixed well together 

in an agate mortar and then pressed to pellets with 10 kPa pressure with 13 mm evacuable 

pellet die. A blank KBr pellet was used as the background for measurements in addition to 
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blank KBr, HTiNbO5 background was tested when trying to clarify the spectrum. 

Measurements were done with Nicolet Protégé 460 Spectrometer, using 32 scans with a 

spectral range of 4000-400 cm-1 and 1.928 cm-1 data spacing. Spectrums were gathered 

using OMNIC software.  

9.3 Thermogravimetric analysis 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a thermal analysis technique used for material 

characterization.  In TGA, mass of the sample is monitored as a function of temperature or 

time in a controlled atmosphere. The weight of material changes upon heating because of 

physical and chemical changes. Every alteration in the weight of the material is due to 

something for example chemisorption, dehydration, decomposition or solid-gas reactions.  

In this work, TGA was used to determine the relative amount of intercalated organic 

material because the decomposition route for used host material HTiNbO5 is known only 

unknown weight loss should be due to intercalated organic material. Perkin Elmer Pyris 1 

TGA Thermogravimetric analyzer was used as the measurement unit and Pyris as the 

controller software. In all the measurements 40 ml/min nitrogen flow was used. Samples 

were first heated to 30 °C and kept there 5 minutes after that heating to 1000 °C was done 

with a heating rate of 1 °C/min samples were hold in this temperature for 5 minutes 

following cooling with 40 °C/min. 
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10 Results 

This chapter goes through all the results. XRD was used to determine the phase purity of 

synthetized titanoniobate and as a reference for the discussion and analysis of the results 

for the experimented intercalate samples. Firstly XRD of inorganic layers in the intercalate 

derivatives following the analysis of the interlayer distance that could be extrapolated from 

the unit cells of the samples. XRD was clearly the best way to analyze the samples but 

following to XRD results FTIR and TGA are included to support data obtained from XRD. 

10.1 Phase purity 

KTiNbO5 prepared with 1:2:1 K2CO3 : TiO2 : Nb2O5 ratio resulted in clearly two separate 

phases, the impurity phase being KTi3NbO9. The impurities formed in solid state synthesis 

have also been reported by Takahashi et al. [7] with clear unknown XRD peaks. KTiNbO5 

with a single pure phase (by XRD) was prepared by adjusting the solid state synthesis a little 

as described in Chapter 8 the reasons behind the adjustments are further explained when 

discussed about the differences between KTiNbO5 and KTi3NbO9.  
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Figure 35. XRD diffractrograms of KTiNbO5 synthetized via solid state synthesis. Two-phased mixture 
was resulted via K2CO3, TiO2, Nb2O5 1:2:1 synthesis and pure with 10 m-% excess of K2CO3. Indexed 
peaks belong to KTiNbO5 with orthorhombic symmetry, Pnma space group and lattice parameters 
of a = 6.4470 Å, b = 3.7970 Å and c = 18.4310 Å. Peaks marked with green dots are due to KTi3NbO9 
impurity phase. [16,94] 

KTiNbO5 and KTi3NbO9 have both relatively similar structure, both materials have similar 

kind of puckered TiNbO5 octahedra layers but in KTi3NbO9 these layers are not separated 

from each other with potassium ions instead, the layers are connected via corner-sharing 

octahedra and potassium ions reside in these formed cavities in-between the TiNbO5 

sheets. To understand the difference, below is a schematic figure of both materials. 
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Figure 36. Schematic representation of the structures of KTiNbO5 on the left and KTi3NbO9 on the 
right. [16] 

Both materials KTiNbO5 and KTi3NbO9 have orthorhombic symmetry, Pnma space group the 

lattice parameters are different KTiNbO5 has a = 6.4470 Å, b = 3.7970 Å and c = 18.4310 Å 

and KTi3NbO9 has a = 6.3920 Å, b = 3.7850 and c = 14.8650 Å. The main reason for the lattice 

mismatch is the stoichiometry of potassium, because in KTi3NbO9 the potassium amount is 

clearly lower than in KTiNbO5.  

There are couple reasons why the potassium amount is insufficient and resulting in the 

impurity phase. This could be due to weighing error, because K2CO3 can contain water that 

would mean actual amount of weighed K2CO3 would have been insufficient. In the adjusted 

synthesis K2CO3 were kept at 70 °C for 24 h instead of only couple hours before the weighing 

to avoid water in the actual pellets, in addition they were kept in the same furnace for 

couple hours before the actual solid state synthesis, this way evaporation of water did not 

affect the structure of pellets. In addition to absorbed water the decomposition of K2CO3 is 

a problem in these kind of high temperature solid state synthesis. The decomposition of 

K2CO3 in high temperatures is quite complex, but the starting point for thermal 

decomposition is happening according to the following reaction: K2CO3(s)↔ K2O(s) + CO2(g) 

[95,96]. The temperature and reaction rate seem to be uncertain, but definitely instead of 

just melting the decomposition is happening in somewhat similar temperature, ~900 °C. 
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Because of the melting, decomposition and possible volatilization actual potassium amount 

that can react in the solid state synthesis can be lower than expected which would also lead 

to insufficient amount of potassium in the final product. KTi3NbO9 can be synthetized via 

solid state synthesis with the same precursors using 1:6:1 molar ratio K2CO3 : TiO2 : Nb2O5 

[16]. This indicates that clearly less niobium pentoxide and potassium carbonate is needed. 

If the amount of potassium has decreased, the molar ratio resembles more 1:6:1 and 

KTi3NbO9 could be formed. This would also mean an excess amount of Nb2O5 in the product 

but because the XRD peaks of Nb2O5 are so similar to our product it could not be identified. 

In the further synthesis the decomposition of K2CO3 was compensated with an excess 

amount, which significantly helped in terms of phase purity. 

Further the amount of KTiNbO5 and KTi3NbO9 could not really be measured due to their 

similar kind of structure and properties, but because the impurity seemed quite reasonable 

and it should not affect the intercalation, it was used in the further research. Acid treatment 

gave quite good phase purity for the impure mixture of KTiNbO5 and KTi3NbO9, only a few 

peaks from KTi3NbO9 were still present, but presumably, the amount of KTi3NbO9 remains 

small.  
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Figure 37. XRD diffractrograms of HTiNbO5 prepared via acid treatment of KTiNbO5. Two-phased 
mixture was resulted via precursor including KTi3NbO9 in addition to KTiNbO5 and pure phase 
precursor contained only KTiNbO5. Indexed peaks belong to HTiNbO5 with orthorhombic symmetry, 
Pnma space group and lattice parameters of a = 6.459(5) Å, b = 3.804(2) Å and c = 36.87(4) which 
are similar to research done by Kikkawa et al. [31], a = 6.44 Å, b = 3.80 Å, c = 36.82 Å for butylamine 
intercalate. Peaks marked with green dots are due to KTi3NbO9 impurity phase. [16,32] 

Preparing the HTiNbO5 seemed to be quite easy and KTi3NbO9 did not affect the formation 

but remained unchanged in its own phase. XRD peaks could be indexed to be HTiNbO5 

except the ones that belonged to KTi3NbO9. The first peak in the XRD diffractogram in Figure 

37 is also unidentified, but it is most likely from some kind of hydrate. For example HTi2NbO7 

∙ 2H2O could explain the first unidentified peak along with couple smaller peaks in the XRD 

diffractrogram. Hydrated form is present because water is absorbed in the interlayer region 

in addition to interlayer protons. Hydrate peaks seem to be increasing according to the time 

used in acid treatment meaning if the KTiNbO5 is kept in an acid longer the intensity of these 

peak will distinctly increase. Most important fact is potassium could be exchanged to 
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protons which makes the precursor more acidic so the intercalation could be achieved. 

When it comes to the actual intercalation of organic molecules, the main difference in the 

phase is that the c lattice parameter that describes the interlayer distance of HTiNbO5 will 

change and a and b parameters will stay relatively similar. In this chapter only the phase 

purity is demonstrated and later the interlayer distance and the differences within different 

intercalate derivatives are discussed. 

 

Figure 38. XRD diffractrograms of butylamine intercalated HTiNbO5. Two-phased mixture was 
resulted via precursor including KTi3NbO9 in addition to HTiNbO5 and pure phase precursor 
contained only HTiNbO5. Peaks are indexed using HTiNbO5 as a reference pattern and changing the 
c parameter of the unit cell, resulting orthorhombic symmetry, Pnma space group and lattice 
parameters of a = 6.51(2) Å, b = 3.73(1) Å and c = 35.5(1) Å. At least one unidentified peak could be 
due to KTi3NbO9 impurity phase. [16,32] 

Clearly butylamine intercalated HTiNbO5 has still the same perovskite slabs, but the 

interlayer region is significantly different. This can be proved with the XRD pattern in which 

most of the peaks can be identified similarly to HTiNbO5 with only greater c parameter. 
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Butylamine forms butylammonium with the protons in the interlayer region, because of the 

alkyl chain of butylammonium TiNbO5
- slabs are separated from each other significantly and 

the c parameter is increased. Similarly to butylamine intercalate all the other intercalate 

derivatives can be identified as having the same perovskite slabs however some of the 

experimented organic molecules seemed to significantly affect the crystallinity of the 

structure for example glycolic acid. 

 

Figure 39. XRD diffractogram of ethanediol intercalated into ButNH3
+TiNbO5

-. Peaks are indexed 
using HTiNbO5 as a reference pattern, resulting orthorhombic symmetry, Pnma space group and 
lattice parameters of a = 6.46(6) Å, b = 3.78(1) Å and c = 36.1(2) Å. [32] 

All the diols, phenol and hydroquinone kept the ceramic slabs somewhat unchanged and 

the peaks could be indexed, the differences of the relative intercalate inorganic-organic 

hybrid materials are discussed later. As demonstrated with the ethanediol intercalate 

Figure 39 the inorganic structure stays unchanged and only the c parameter changes. 

However glycolic acid intercalation resulted quite poor peaks at the XRD diffractogram 

indicating changes in the ceramic slabs. 
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Figure 40. XRD diffractogram of glycolic acid intercalated into ButNH3
+TiNbO5

-. 

Glycolic acid intercalation resulted in clearly reduced crystallinity and most of the peaks are 

disappearing or not distinguishable. This could be the result of exfoliation of the layers 

meaning the ceramic layers remains, but they are not stacked along the c axis. Because of 

the poor crystallinity, further research on glycolic acid intercalation were dismissed. 

10.2 Interlayer distance and the structure of interlayer region  

According to the research goal of this master’s thesis the modification of the interlayer 

distance by intercalating different organic molecules into layered ceramic oxide was a key 

aspect. The differences in the interlayer distance indicate that the intercalation is working 

if the change in interlayer distance is somewhat logical. The change of the interlayer 

distance needs to be explained and by the structure of the interlayer region the orientation 

and bonding of the intercalated organic molecules is meant. The most important evidence 
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of the possible configuration and orientation of intercalated molecules is the interlayer 

distance that was obtained from the XRD measurements. Furthermore the data from the 

experiments done by Dr. Christopher Thomas, Aalto University, with n-alcohol intercalation 

were utilized at the analysis together with the amine intercalation done by  Tagaya et al.[30] 

and Rebbah et al. [56] and diamine intercalation done by Grandin et al. [39]. To support the 

XRD data and its interpretation FTIR and TGA results are discussed later in Chapters 10.3 

and 10.4. 

When it comes to the interlayer distance of the prepared inorganic-organic hybrids, the 

main tool is to determine the unit cells for each intercalated sample and focus on the c 

parameter of the unit cell. The c parameter of HTiNbO5 covers to interlayer regions as can 

be seen in Figure 41. 

 

Figure 41. Schematic structure of HTiNbO5 with unit cell. 

By dividing the c parameter by two, only one interlayer region remains, but as seen in Figure 

41 ceramic layers still contribute to the c parameter. Actual interlayer distance is the 

distance between the oxygen atoms which is 2.51(7) Å. Dividing the c parameter first by 

two gives 16.656 Å / 2 = 8.328 Å, by reducing 2.517 Å from this 5.811 Å remains describing 

the approximate effect of ceramic layers in the c parameter divided by two. In this chapter, 
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the interlayer distance is however referenced with c/2 because it is easier to see how longer 

alkyl chain affect the distance due to the fact that the effect of ceramic layer in the c may 

vary slightly between the samples. The difference might for example be due to little changes 

in the a and b parameters or due to a shifting of the layers.  

10.2.1 Diol derivatives 

Below are XRD diffractrograms of diol intercalated samples 200 and 020 peaks are due to 

the ceramic layer and they should remain at the same positions, but 002 peaks should shift 

along the increase of interlayer distance. 

 

Figure 42. XRD diffractograms of diol intercalates. 

200 and 020 peaks stay approximately at the same positions in every intercalate sample, 

but the 002 peak is moving.  Using the positions 002, 200 and 020 peaks unit cell could be 

determined by utilizing HTiNbO5 as a reference material. By matching the 200 and 020 peaks 
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to this orthorhombic symmetry and refining the position of 002 peak unit cells for every 

sample could be determined and after that the interlayer distance was calculated.  Longer 

diols acted differently when comparing XRD data between room temperature and raised 

temperature, only low temperature forms are shown in Figure 42. The lattice parameters 

of high temperature forms are reported separately in Table 3. 

Table 3. Refined unit cells for diol intercalated HTiNbO5 and the interlayer distance.  

 

Intercalated 

compound 

Lattice parameters of the unit 

cell (Å) 

Interlayer 

distance c/2 

(Å) 

Approximate 

length of 

molecule (Å) a b c 

Butylamine 6.51(2) 3.73(1) 35.5(1) 17.755 6.35 

Ethanediol 6.46(6) 3.78(1) 36.1(2) 18.06 5.08 

Propanediol 6.46(2) 3.78(2) 36.6(3) 18.315 6.35 

Butanediol 6.47(2) 3.78(1) 37.5(2) 18.76 7.62 

Pentanediol 6.45(2) 3.787(7) 37.8(1) 18.905 8.89 

Hexanediol 6.48(1) 3.788(9) 36.2(1) 18.105 10.16 

Heptanediol 6.470(5) 3.799(4) 38.16(6) 19.083 11.43 

Octanediol 6.50(1) 3.777(7) 37.2(1) 18.605 12.70 

Nonanediol 6.51(2) 3.79(1) 39.5(2) 19.76 13.97 

Decanediol 6.498(9) 3.772(6) 41.3(1) 20.655 15.24 

h.t. 

Heptanediol 

6.482(7) 3.790(6) 36.95(8) 18.480 11.43 

h.t. Octanediol 6.51(2) 3.79(1) 35.3(1) 17.655 12.70 

h.t. 
Nonanediol 

6.51(2) 3.79(1) 39.1(2) 19.56 13.97 

h.t. 
Decanediol 

6.50(2) 3.78(1) 39.4(2) 19.71 15.24 

Diethylene-
glycol 

6.49(2) 3.80(1) 37.1(2) 18.56 7.62 
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Only linear increase is happening with the c parameter the a and b parameters changing 

only about 0.05 Å. High temperature forms had overall smaller interlayer distance when 

compared to low temperature forms that were kept in the room temperature. The 

difference might be due to the absorption of water, when the samples are kept at room 

temperature or possibly the formation of gauche bond that would lower the interlayer 

distance. Reversible conformation change is already been reported by Grandin et al. [39] 

with diamines trans-orientation seemed to be favorable at low temperatures and because 

of this and their stability at room temperature low temperature forms of diol intercalates 

are considered more relevant to further discussion. Below is presented a graph in which the 

interlayer distance c/2 of amine, diamine, alcohol and diol intercalated HTiNbO5 as a 

function of the alkyl chain length in carbon atoms. Amine interlayer distance was reported 

by Tagaya et al.[30] and Rebbah et al. [56] whereas the affect of diamine intercalation was 

reported by Grandin et al. [39] Alcohol intercalation into HTiNbO5 was completed by PhD 

Christopher Thomas here in Aalto University. 

 

Figure 43. The interlayer spacing of different intercalate molecules as a function of alkyl chain length 
in carbon atoms. 
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Intercalation of amines increase the interlayer distance distinctly by 1.80 Å per carbon atom 

and for diamines the increase is 1.08 Å per carbon. Because ideal monolayer with all-trans 

alkyl chains would increase the interlayer spacing by 1.27 Å and ideal bilayer by 2 x 1.27 Å 

= 2.54 Å, it is evident that intercalated molecules have to tilt. [1,38] Amine intercalation has 

been in fact researched quite a lot and the way amines coordinate in the interlayer region 

of HTiNbO5 is thus clearly understood. Simple alkyl amines form bilayers in the interlayer 

region so that the polar end of the chain lays at the cavity on the ceramic layer. The position 

is about the same as the position of hydrogen in the HTiNbO5 that way ammonium site is 

stabilized with hydrogen bonds with three different oxygen atoms. Diamines coordinate 

similarly to the ceramic layers but instead of a bilayer, a monolayer is formed.  

 

Figure 44. Schematic structure of the interlayer region of HTiNbO5 with butylamine and 
hexyldiamine intercalates [30,31,39,55,56]. 
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Somewhat similar kind of behavior of the increase was expected for alcohol and diol 

intercalation. However short alcohols and diols increase the interlayer distance only about 

0.3 Å per carbon atom the interlayer distance is also way too broad when compared to 

amines and diamines. The interlayer distance for alcohols changes drastically when the alkyl 

chain length is n>6, n being the amount of carbons in the chain. Longer alcohols increase 

the interlayer distance by 1.77 Å per carbon atom which is comparable to amines. The 

increase with shorter alcohols is not clearly indicating bilayer formation, but there is really 

no reason why alcohols would act differently to simple alkyl amines, it has also been shown 

that for Ruddlesden-Popper phases alcohols form a bilayer instead of monolayer. The 

difference results from the different bonding of alcohols when compared to amines, 

alcohols are expected to bond with alkoxy formation to HTiNbO5 as they bond to 

Ruddlesden-Popper phases. Amines however form ammonium groups that lie in the cavities 

as seen in Figure 44. [1] Because of the different way of bonding the alkyl chain position of 

alcohols is different compared to ammonium alkyl chains. Ammonium ions locate at the 

same position as hydrogen in HTiNbO5, but the multi-step intercalation of alcohols enables 

alkyl chain to bond on different octahedron. Recent mass analysis also tells that alcohol 

intercalated materials still have nitrogen in them due to multistep intercalation, but in 

addition carbon content is increasing. With Ruddlesden-Popper phase, the nitrogen content 

was zero after alcohol intercalation [1]. This explains why short alcohols have relatively 

large interlayer distance. 
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Figure 45. Schematic presentation of short and long alcohols in the interlayer region of HTiNbO5. 
Butylammonium is present in both cases, but for clear visualization it is not described with nonane. 

Alcohols form alkoxy group with oxygen from the ceramic layer so that the alkyl chain lays 

different position than ammonium alkyl chain, compare Figure 44 and Figure 45. Bonding 

of the alkyl chain to the octahedra described in Figure 45 pushes the remaining alkyl chains 

of butylammonium and keeps the interlayer distance almost the same as ButNH3
+TiNbO5

-. 

Shorter alcohols can push the alkyl chain more towards the ceramic sheet than longer ones 

and for this reason increase of 0.322 Å per carbon atom is observed. The change in this 

linear trend happens when alkyl chain length surpasses six carbon atoms. After this, the 

interlayer distance is increasing 1.77 Å per carbon atom, which is approximately the same 

as for amines. The cavities in the HTiNbO5 layers are approximately as wide as the a 

parameter of the unit cell, 6.521 Å. This matches with 6.521 Å/ 1.27 Å = 5.13 all-trans bonds 

in the alkyl chain. The bond length of C-O is 1.43 Å and C-C bond length is 1.54 Å therefore 

one C-O bond will only affect the length of all-trans alkyl chain about 0.1 Å, which is 

insignificant in this inspection. Therefore, pentanol is the last alcohol that does not have to 
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kink up drastically due to the ceramic layer and butylammonium. A significant difference is 

however, that longer amines have clearly greater interlayer distance when compared to 

alcohol intercalates with the same kind of alkyl chain length which again supports the theory 

that alkyl chain first lay along the interlayer sheets and then kink up as in Figure 45. 

When it comes to the intercalation of diols, they were expected to bond similarly to 

alcohols, but instead of a bilayer form a monolayer like diamines as presented in Figure 46. 

 

Figure 46. Expected and desirable monolayer structure for diol intercalated HTiNbO5. 

In monolayer formation even with the short diols adding one carbon atom to the alkyl chain 

should affect the increase of the interlayer distance clearly, because they should be able to 

bond between the two TiNbO5
- sheets. However the interlayer distances of short diols are 

overall quite comparable with the interlayer distance of short alcohols so it is safe to make 

an assumption that they act similarly to each other in the interlayer, meaning a bilayer 

formation and remaining butylammonium is keeping the interlayer distance separate. Short 

diols add only 0.30 Å per carbon atom indicating that diols changing the interlayer distance 
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by changing the tilting angle of butylammonium in the interlayer region. The interlayer 

distance is however greater with diols than for alcohols which could be due to the hydroxyl 

group in the other end of the alkyl chain for the short chains. This would mean only other 

hydroxyl group is reacting with ceramic and forming the alkoxy group and other hydroxyl 

group is free. If the longer diols are acting similarly to alcohols, and kinking up a notable 

increase in the interlayer distance should appear with hexanediol or at latest with 

heptanediol. This kind of increase is however not observed. Longer diols add approximately 

0.98 to 1.03 Å per carbon atom to the interlayer spacing, which is comparable to diamines. 

The interlayer distance was almost the same for long diamines and diols (as described in 

Figure 43). Therefore, the logical conclusion is that when diol chain length overcomes the 

interlayer spacing due to butylammonium bilayer, a monolayer is formed.  

Diethylene glycol intercalated HTiNbO5 had an interlayer distance of 18.56 Å which is quite 

comparable to octanediol. The length of diethylene glycol molecule is approximately 7.62 Å 

wherease the length of octanediol is approximately 12.7 Å because of the clear difference 

on the molecule length diethylene glycol have to form a bilayer in the interlayer region. 

10.2.2 Phenol and hydroquinone derivatives 

Intercalation of phenol and HQ were performed by using two different host materials, 

another being ButNH3
+-TiNbO5

- and other propoxyl-HTiNbO5 which is the product of 

propanol intercalation into HTiNbO5 by utilizing multistep intercalation and ButNH3
+-

TiNbO5
-. When thinking about the interlayer distance we need to know first if the 

intercalation of certain organic molecule changes it. ButNH3
+-TiNbO5

- had unit cell 

parameters. The unit cell was refined by using 002, 200 and 020 peaks and resulted in 

parameters of a = 6.459(5) Å, b = 3.804(2) Å and c = 36.87(4) which are similar to research 

done by Kikkawa et al. [31] (a = 6.44 Å, b = 3.80 Å, c = 36.82 Å). The a and b parameters 

remain almost unchanged in comparison with protonated form as they should, because 

intercalating organic molecule into the interlayer region should only affect to the c 
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parameter. Propoxyl-HTiNbO5 had parameters of a = 6.447(6) Å, b = 3.793(3) Å and c = 

35.03(5). Intercalation of phenol and HQ into these respective host materials resulted in 

little changes in the interlayer region.  

 

Figure 47. XRD diffractragrams of phenol intercalated samples. 

When comparing the lattice parameters of the host materials and the phenol intercalated 

products, the a and b parameters remain almost the same and c parameter increases. The 

unit cells for phenol intercalate derivatives are a = 6.495(9) Å, b = 3.796(9) Å and c = 37.85(8) 

Å for phenol/ButNH3
+-TiNbO5

- and a = 6.478(4) Å, b = 3.794(2) Å and c = 36.85(2) Å for 

phenol/propoxyl-HTiNbO5. It seems like in both host materials the c parameter increased, 

but the resulted c parameters were not comparable with each other, which makes proving 

the intercalation quite hard with just the XRD results. Huge difference in the intensity of 

002 peak is also observed with these two different products, which would indicate 

difference in the crystallinity of the sample. With these results in phenol intercalated 

HTiNbO5 would have an interlayer distance of 18.929 Å or 18.426 Å meaning about the same 
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interlayer distance as propanediol or butanediol or hexanol. The length of one phenol 

molecule is about 2.79 Å + 1.43 Å = 4.22 Å, in which 2,79 Å is the length of benzene ring and 

1.43 Å the length of C-O bond. [52]  Comparing the length of phenol molecule with all trans-

alkyl chain can be done by dividing the length of molecule by 1.27 Å which is the length that 

one carbon atom adds to trans-alkyl chain, 4.22 Å/1.27 Å = 3.33. This value means the 

interlayer distance of phenol should be comparable with trans-alkyl chain with 

approximately 3-4 carbon atoms. As stated before the interlayer distance of phenol 

intercalated HTiNbO5 was comparable with propane- and butanediol which means if the 

phenol intercalation worked phenol molecules are acting similarly to diols with respective 

length in the interlayer region meaning a bilayer configuration. 

  

Figure 48. XRD diffractrograms of HQ intercalated samples. 

Intercalation of HQ resulted quite similar unit cells, a =6.447(8) Å,  b = 3.771(8) Å and  c = 

35.10(5) Å for HQ/ButNH3
+-TiNbO5 and a =6.486(5) Å,  b = 3.793(4) Å and  c = 35.64(5) Å for 
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HQ/Propoxyl-HTiNbO5. The intensity of 002 peak in diffractrogram in Figure 48 is distinctly 

greater in HQ/Propoxyl-HTiNbO5 which indicates better crystallinity. In the HQ/ButNH3
+-

TiNbO5 great amount of butylamine could have been reacted with HQ resulting in only small 

amount of HQ in the interlayer region compared to HQ/Propoxyl-HTiNbO5, possible amount 

of intercalated HQ is discussed later with the TGA results in Chapter 10.4. The interlayer 

distance for these products are 17.55 Å and 17.822 Å and the length of one HQ molecule is 

2.79 Å + 2 x 1.43 Å = 5.655 Å, in which 2.79 Å is the length of benzene ring and 1.43 Å the 

length of C-O bond. [52] This is comparable to all trans-alkyl chain with 5.65 Å / 1.27 Å = 

4.45 carbon atoms. The interlayer distance c/2 however matches approximately with 

ethanediol or prop/pentanol.  

The main point in this chapter was to determine the values for c/2 so that the difference 

between different intercalated samples could be seen. By interpreting the change in the 

interlayer distance intercalation could be expected to be successful with the organic 

materials described in this chapter. In addition, a description of the approximate 

configuration of molecules was attempted by interpreting the interlayer distance. 

10.3 Intercalate forms of organic molecules 

Fourier transform infrared spectra were measured for every sample. First of all an effect of 

used background was determined, because obviously inorganic host material has an effect 

on the IR transmittance spectrum. Spectrum of HTiNbO5 is presented in Figure 49 on the 

left together with propanediol intercalate spectrum on the right measured both with KBr 

background and HTiNbO5 background. 
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Figure 49. FTIR spectrum of HTiNbO5 on the left and propanediol intercalate on the right with KBr 

and HTiNbO5 backgrounds. 

It is absolutely clear that ceramic layers will affect the IR spectra, but using the HTiNbO5 as 

a background did not improve the quality of data, because the spectrum became really 

unclear at the region between 2000 to 1050 cm-1. As shown in the HTiNbO5 spectrum, on 

the left in Figure 49, the ceramic affects to the IR spectra of the samples giving broad bands 

at 3440 and 3000-2200 cm-1, the latter one being OH stretching that is displaced due to 

strong O-H ∙ O  hydrogen bonding [55]. In addition to these clear peaks at 2100, 1600 and 

1400 cm-1 are shown.  There is also almost zero transmittance with wavelengths under 1200 

cm-1 due to octahedral modes of TiO6 and NbO6 making the fingerprint region of organic 

molecules almost useless. However, the presence of organic molecules should still be 

possible to determine from the spectra. 
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Figure 50. FTIR spectrum of ButNH3
+-TiNbO5

-. 

As discussed previously IR bands below 1300 cm-1 come from the octahedral modes of the 

ceramic layers. Analyzing the FTIR spectra is challenging due to the ceramic layer thus it is 

almost impossible to make a factual interpretation. Compared to the IR spectrum of 

HTiNbO5 presented in Figure 49 areas between 3500 to 2600 cm-1 and 1700 to 1200 cm-1 

look very different. When starting from the high wavenumber band at 3400 and 3200 cm-1 

are from the NH3
+, three bands at 3000 - 2800 cm-1 are C-H stretches, band at 1620 cm-1 is 

from NH scissoring, bands at 1470 and 1390 cm-1 are due to CH2 and CH3 bends respectively. 

Peak at 1520 cm-1 is most likely due to the ceramic layers. Band at 1150 cm-1 also matches 

C-N stretch. This IR data supports the butylammonium intercalate form in-between the 

ceramic layers quite well. All the other intercalates should have their own IR spectra 

respectively.  
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Figure 51. FTIR spectra of diol intercalates. 

All the diol intercalate spectra seem pretty similar to each other as could be expected 

because of the similarity between the molecules. Nonanediol, heptanediol and nonanediol 

show two clear peaks at 3400 and 3330 cm-1 which are most likely due to free OH bonding 

and polymeric hydrogen bonding. The rest of the diols have O-H stretch approximately at 

the same position, but only one peak is visible. The problem is that amine stretching should 

be appriximately at the same position in between 3430 and 3350 cm-1 which makes 

intrerptetenting this region quite hard. Next clear peaks are the same as for 

butylammmonium, two/three bands at 3000 - 2800 cm-1 are C-H stretches. Peak at 1620 

cm-1 is clearly a residue from the ButNH3
+-TiNbO5

- because not all the butylammonium 

could be exchanged to diols as previously stated, 1620 cm-1 peak is therefore due to NH 

scissoring. 1520 cm-1 is due to the ceramic layer whereas 1470 and 1390 cm-1 due to CH2 
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and CH3, which again indicates the presence of butylammonium, because diols should not 

have CH3 bends. Maybe the most important difference between the ButNH3
+-TiNbO5

- 

spectrum and diol spectra is the peak at 1100 and 1030 cm-1 which are C-O stretch. The 

ceramic layers mostly ruin the rest of the spectra. 

 

Figure 52. FTIR spectrum of diethylene glycol. 

Similarly to diol derivatives two peaks at 3400 and 3225 cm-1 are due to OH. The next band 

are C-H stretches at 2945, 2930 and 2860 cm-1. Again at 1620 cm-1 is a peak from NH 

scissoring and a peak at 1460 cm-1 is due to CH2 stretching. Next clear peaks are at 1130 and 

1065 due to C-O bonds. 
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Figure 53. FTIR spectra of phenol and HQ derivatives. 

The IR spectra of phenol intercalated samples are really similar to each other. By trying to 

interpret the spectra there should be a broad band from the intermolecular hydrogen 

bonded, O-H. That band is not really showing, which could be explained by the alkoxy 

bonding similar to alcohols or with the presence of the ceramic layers that also affect the 

spectra as was discussed previously and presented in Figure 49. First clearly identifiable 

peak appears at 3050 cm-1 and it is caused by aromatic C-H stretches. Next peaks at under 

3000 cm-1 are due to C-H stretches. 1620 cm-1 peak appears because there is still nitrogen 

in the sample thus NH-stretching is possible. Next clear bands show at 1590, 1525 and 1485 

cm-1, which all are aromatic C=C ring stretches, 1525 cm-1 can also be due to the ceramic 

layers as previously. In-plane OH bend should appear at 1360 cm-1, but only band visible in 

that region is the band from the ceramic at 1385 cm-1. Bands at 1175 and 1080 cm-1 are 

from C-O. When it comes to HQ intercalates no clear intermolecular broad band of OH at 

the spectra can be seen at 3300 cm-1 the reasons for this are the same as with phenol 
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intercalate. Overall the HQ spectra looks comparable with the phenol intercalate spectra 

excluding little differences at the region from 1600 to 1200 cm-1 on the appearance of the 

spectrum. Band at 1600 to 1475 cm-1 are due to aromatic C=C ring stretches. Furthermore, 

C-O bend can be seen at 1230 and 1175 cm-1. 

Overall, the FTIR spectra are hard to analyze with these kind of organic-inorganic hybrids, 

because some of the peaks may be due to the ceramic layers. Incomplete multistep 

intercalation also makes challenges to the FTIR spectra, because the presence of 

butylammonium forms similar kind of bends than other intercalated organic molecules, but 

the differences between the intercalated samples show that something is changing 

between the samples as was discussed with the XRD results. 

10.4 The amount of intercalated compound 

TGA results start from the TGA of HTiNbO5 so that the decomposition process of the ceramic 

layers in inorganic-organic hybrids could be interpret and the effect of organic molecules in 

the weight loss could be determined. 

 

Figure 54. TGA graph of HTiNbO5. 
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The weight percent is described as a function of temperature. The key aspect in the TGA is 

the weight drops. By starting from the left on the TGA graph in Figure 54 first couple drops 

are due to water. In the beginning surface water is removed from the sample followed by 

desorption of water from the interlayer region at 60 °C. The removal of water leads to 

98.448 % meaning the water content was about 1.552 %. The next weight loss appears at 

200 °C and it is due to the decomposition of HTiNbO5: 

HTiNbO5 (s)→ TiO2 (s)+ 0.5 Nb2O5 (s)+ 0.5 H2O (g) 

It is also argued in literature that HTiNbO5 is decomposing to Ti2Nb2O9 [57]: 

HTiNbO5 (s)  → 0.5 Ti2Nb2O9 (s) + 0.5 H2O (g) 

The molecular masses are the same in both cases which means that mass analysis will not 

be affected by this, but the later TGA measurements support the first way of 

decomposition. After the clear weight loss (3.22 %) at 200 °C the next weight loss is only 

0.52 % corresponding to weight loss that could be caused by one hydrogen. Weight loss 

overall corresponds to approximately half of a water molecule. When the decomposition of 

inorganic host materials is known, the TGA graphs of the intercalated inorganic-organic 

hybrids can be analyzed. 

 

Figure 55. TGA graph of HTiNbO5 and ButNH+3-TiNbO5
-. 
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The TGA graph of ButNH+3-TiNbO5
- clearly the same drop at 200 °C which is the 

decomposition of HTiNbO5. The weight loss before that is the intercalated butylammonium. 

The drop at 800 °C is believed to be the reduction of Nb5+ to Nb4+ and it is happening with 

only with the intercalated samples due to more reductive conditions caused by 

decomposing organics in N2 gas flow. The reduction results in TiNbO4 being the final 

product. Calculating the amount of butylammonium per HTiNbO5 gives 0.633 which is 

similar to value (0.59) obtained by Lambert et al. [55]. 

 

Figure 56. TGA graphs of all the diol intercalates with HTiNbO5 and ButNH+3-TiNbO5
- for comparison. 
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Figure 57. Figure 58 TGA graphs of phenol and HQ intercalation derivatives with HTiNbO5 and 

ButNH+3-TiNbO5
- for comparison. 

Analyzing the TGA data is complicated with the inorganic-organic samples and the 

incomplete multistep intercalation makes it even more challenging. The most important 

fact is however that TGA graphs are different compared to ButNH+3-TiNbO5
- hence 

indicating the presence of different organics.  In every diol derivative there are two drops 

that are different when compared to ButNH+3-TiNbO5
- indicating that diols are not 

decomposing completely in one step at the same temperature. Most likely, the alkyl chains 

of diols decompose at lower temperature but the last carbon that is bonded to metal 

octahedron degrades at higher temperature. Phenol and HQ derivatives are mostly losing 

weight at the same temperature as ButNH+3-TiNbO5
- and HTiNbO5 combining possibly three 

different steps in the TGA graph. After 550 °C there is significant weight loss similar to longer 

diol derivatives indicating that phenol, HQ and longer diols are harder to tear off from the 

inorganic host material. Because the actual intercalate forms of the molecules are unknown 

interpreting the weight losses to relative amounts per HTiNbO5 is hard. However, the trends 
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in diol derivatives are really similar to each other first weight loss indicates water desorption 

from the interlayer regions. The water amount varies between the diol derivatives mostly 

because some of the diols are much more hydroscopic and in addition, the longer diols were 

dried in raised temperature in which water can desorb. The next drop in TGA graphs at 100-

180 °C is mostly remaining butylammonium. For the shorter diols the decomposition of 

organics is partly overlapping with HTiNbO5 decomposition, but the longer diol have clearer 

steps in the TGA graphs. Clear drops could be due to excess amount of pure diols 

recrystallized after the intercalation and filtering as was discussed earlier.  

Although the challenges with the TGA data the amount of diols per HTiNbO5 were 

calculated, the weight losses that could not be determined were assumed to be due to 

intercalated organics. The errors might be significant, but at least a highly estimated guess 

could be obtained on the amount of intercalated organics. 

Table 4. Approximate amounts of intercalated organic molecules per HTiNbO5. 

Molecule Amount per HTiNbO5 

Ethanediol 0.443 

Propanediol 0.393 

Butanediol 0.317 

Pentanediol 0.374 

Hexanediol 0.333 

Heptanediol 0.372 

Octanediol 0.306 

Nonanediol 0.312 

Decanediol 0.330 

Diethylene glycol 0.394 

Phenol in ButNH3
+ -TiNbO. 0.370   

Phenol in Propoxyl-HTiNbO5 0.460 

HQ in ButNH3
+ -TiNbO- 0.160 

HQ in Propoxyl-HTiNbO5 0.150 
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The amount of diols per HTiNbO5 was between 0.443-0.330. Prepared inorganic-organic 

hybrids seemed to have more organic the shorter the alkyl chains were, but no real linear 

correlation could be seen. In addition, difference between expected bilayer and monolayer 

could not be confirmed by the TGA. The amount of phenol seemed to be quite large 

compared to the rest of the samples, which was unexpected, because aromatic ring has 

larger cross-sectional area and thus more reactive sites should be blocked. As discussed TGA 

will not give any exact amount for organics and because HQ and phenol can react with the 

butylammonium they amount of organics could significantly increase, but molecules are not 

intercalating. 

11 Conclusion 

According to research goals the intercalate derivatives showed clear differences in the 

measurements done compared to inorganic host material (HTiNbO5). XRD measurements 

showed that the inorganic host structure remains almost unchanged excluding the c 

parameter. The c parameter is increasing because of the intercalated organics that position 

themselves in the interlayer region of layered titanoniobate. Alcohols and diols are believed 

to form alkoxy groups through the removal of hydroxyl group. This kind of reaction is 

already proved with Ruddlesden-Popper phases, which have similar reactive sites.  

Short diols < C5 had relatively large interlayer distance that could not be explained to form 

just from the alkyl chains of diols. In addition, short diols increase the interlayer distance 

only by 0.3 Å per carbon atom which is similar to short alcohol derivatives, but significantly 

lower than the increase in amine intercalates (1.80 Å per carbon) and diamine intercalates 

(1.08 Å per carbon). Disproportionately large interlayer distance and the small increase are 

due to incomplete multistep intercalation, hence some of the butylammonium remains in 

the interlayer region and affects interlayer distance forcing diols to a bilayer formation. 

Longer diols especially C8-C10 had almost the same interlayer distance as corresponding 
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diamines with the same alkyl chain length. The interlayer distance increased approximately 

1 Å per carbon atom indicating a monolayer configuration. To conclude this, it seems that 

when the alkyl chain length overcomes the interlayer distance of ButNH3
+ -TiNbO- the diol 

configuration seems to favor monolayer formation instead of a bilayer. Phenol and HQ 

derivatives had interlayer distances of 18.93/18.43 Å and 17.55/17.82 Å which could be 

resulted from bilayers. Interestingly, HQ seems to decrease the interlayer distance 

compared with phenol which could be indicating similar kind of behavior than longer diols, 

but the presence of butylammonium is keeping the interlayer distance still relatively large. 

Both the TGA and FTIR measurements were proved challenging, but organics were clearly 

visible. The presence of butylamine was still somewhat clear in the FTIR spectra, but the 

FTIR spectra are still different indicating the changes in the inorganic-organic hybrid. TGA 

measurements showed also that there is still butylamine in all the intercalate samples, but 

the overall weight loss is increasing due to intercalated organics. The amount of intercalated 

molecules were approximated to be for diols between 0.44 to 0.33 per HTiNbO5. According 

to TGA, derivatives of Phenol and HQ had 0.37/0.46 and 0.16/0.15 per HTiNbO5. The 

amount of phenol is clearly false, because molecules with benzene ring have relatively large 

cross-sectional area. 

Overall objective of the work was fulfilled and the intercalation was successfully done with 

most of the experimented organic molecules. Further research with different 

measurements is needed to better understand the bonding and configuration of alcohols in 

the interlayer region of HTiNbO5. The understanding about the structure of interlayer region 

helps on interpreting the reaction and the actual intercalated amount of organics. 
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12 Suggestions for further research 

The intercalation of organic molecules into inorganic host lattices enable an interesting and 

fairly easy way to prepare new inorganic-organic hybrids which could have properties from 

both inorganic and organic materials. The obtained results showed that the intercalation of 

different alcohols clearly diverges from amine intercalation. In addition the behavior of the 

multistep intercalation of alcohols was dissimilar to the intercalation of alcohols into 

Ruddlesden-Popper phases. Further research is needed to optimize the multistep 

intercalation reaction and hopefully that way obtain a better exchange ratio. Possibly longer 

reaction times or higher temperature could advance the intercalation. For the Ruddlesden-

Popper phase alkoxy groups were clearly visible in the solid-state 13C CP/MAS NMR and it 

would hopefully prove the similar behavior in the alcohol derivatives of HTiNbO5. Because 

the intercalation process for the simple alcohols and diols leave quite many questions 

unanswered or uncertain research with simple alcohols is needed before going to more 

complex ones. More complex molecules that could later be researched are for example 

different kind of napthalenes or photoactive molecules of a different kind. In this work the 

reaction between the intercalated molecule were briefly tested with unsuccessful results, 

but in theory it could be possible with some more experiments giving even more 

possibilities to developing of interesting new materials. 
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